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Abstract 
 
Sorting and sizing of DNA molecules within the human genome project has 
enabled the genetic mapping of various illnesses. Furthermore by employing 
tiny lab-on-a-chip device, integrated DNA sequencing and genetic 
diagnostics have become feasible. We present the combination of capillary 
electrophoresis with laser-induced fluorescence for optofluidic integration 
toward an on-chip bio-analysis tool. Integrated optical fluorescence 
excitation allows for a high spatial resolution (12 m) in the electrophoretic 
separation channel, and can lead to a further 20-fold enhancement as soon as 
improved microfluidic protocols become available. We demonstrate accurate 
sizing (with > 99% sizing accuracy) and highly sensitive (LOD = 220 femto-
molar, corresponding to merely 6 molecules in the excitation volume) 
fluorescence detection of double-stranded DNA molecules by integrated-
waveguide laser excitation. Subsequently, we introduced a principle of 
parallel optical processing to this optofluidic lab on a chip. In this approach, 
different sets of exclusively color-labeled DNA fragments  otherwise 
rendered indistinguishable by their spatial (in the microchip CE separation 
channel) and temporal (in the consequent electropherogram) coincidence  
are traced back to their origin by modulation-frequency-encoded multi-
wavelength laser excitation, fluorescence detection with a color-blind 
photomultiplier, and Fourier-analytical decoding. As a proof of principle, 
fragments obtained by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification 
from independent human genomic segments, associated with genetic 
predispositions to breast cancer and anemia, are simultaneously analyzed. 
The techniques described in this thesis for multiple, yet unambiguous optical 
identification of biomolecules will potentially open new horizons for 

-on-a-chip devices in the future.  
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1. Introduction 
 

A biochemical lab on a chip (LOC) [Manz, 1990] [Jakeway, 2000] [Reyes, 
2002] [Auroux, 2002] squeezes the functionalities of a biological/chemical 
laboratory onto a single substrate through a network of microfluidic (MF) 
channels, reservoirs, valves, pumps and sensors. Its advantages are high 
sensitivity, speed of analysis, low sample consumption and measurement 
automation and standardization. This concept promises dramatic advances 
both in basic research and in clinical applications, e.g. as a low-cost 
diagnostic tool. Within the project HIBISCUS [Hibiscus, web] it was 
proposed to demonstrate the combination of two existing technologies, 
namely the clean-room based fabrication of MF chips, and the writing of 
optical waveguides (WGs) with high intensity femtosecond (fs-) laser pulses, 
providing an  platform for the fabrication of LOCs with photonic 
functionalities. Such technology enables fs-laser written optical WGs on a 
standard LOC, in different configurations with respect to the MF channels, 
e.g. three-dimensional (3D) Mach-Zehnder interferometers exploiting the 
unique 3D capabilities of the fs-laser writing technique [Crespi, 2010], or 
coplanar WGs intersecting the MF channel for fluorescence excitation 
[Martinez Vazquez, 2009]. This unique integration of photonics and 
microfluidics, resulting from the inscription of optical WGs on the LOCs, is 
envisioned to enable a wealth of novel biosensing functionalities. In this 
thesis, we concentrated on a prototypical device, namely a DNA assay based 
on capillary electrophoresis (CE) separation for the multiplex detection of 
genetic abnormalities by means of multi-color fluorescence sensing. In this 
first chapter of the thesis, we will introduce the field of fluorescent DNA 
analysis in CE-based chips, describing the state of the art and the broad 
relevance of the field.   

 
1.1 Biomolecular analysis by electrophoretic 

separation 
 

One of the most powerful methods for the analysis of biomolecules is CE, in 
which electrically charged or polarized molecules are separated in a fluidic 
channel due to their different electrophoretic mobilities under an applied 
electric field, where the mobilities in turn act as pointers to other physical 
characteristics of the analyte molecules, e.g. the size in base-pairs (bp) in the 
case of negatively charged DNA molecules. This technique is normally 
performed in a glass capillary filled with a buffer solution or a sieving gel 
matrix, e.g. agarose gel [Brody, 2004]; CE is however particularly suited for 
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on-chip integration [Harrison, 1993] [Landers, 2003], since electrokinetic 
flow can be used to move and mix liquids, thus avoiding the need to 
integrate pumps and valves [Bruin, 2000]. Microchip CE (MCE) is 
particularly promising for clinical applications [Zhang, 2003], since it allows 
one to perform genetic tests to diagnose a variety of diseases, both 
exogenous (such as bacterial or viral infections) and endogenous (detection 
of mutated DNA sequences related to cancer or genetically inherited 
diseases). The sorting and sizing of DNA molecules within the human 
genome project [Lander, 2001] has been enabled largely by CE separation 
and analysis [Slater, 2003]. The human genome project has also lead to the 
genetic mapping of various human illnesses [Altshuler, 2008]. By employing 
the understanding of DNA separation by MF CE, on-chip integration of 
DNA sequencing [Fredlake, 2008] [Eid, 2009] [Pile, 2009] [Pacific 
biosciences, web] as well as genetic diagnostics [Lagally, 2004] [Easley, 
2006] have become feasible.  

In this thesis we focus on a specific CE approach, making use of MF 
channels whose walls are coated with epoxy-poly-dimethyl acrylamide 
(EPDMA) [Cretich, 2003]  in order to suppress electroosmotic flow (EOF) 
 in a fused silica LOC, where a sieving gel matrix is used in order to further 

enhance the CE separation of fluorescently intercalated or end-labeled DNA 
molecules. Monitoring CE separation of fluorescently labeled DNA 
molecules corresponds essentially to the analysis of the fluorescence 
intensity at a specific point (e.g. where the MF channel and the optical WG 
intersect each other, or where the light beam from a Hg arc lamp is focused 
onto the MF channel) along the CE separation channel, as a function of time. 
This leads to an electropherogram (Fig. 1.1) where the fluorescence peaks 
correspond to the CE-separated, specifically sized DNA molecules present in 
the original analyte sample mixture introduced to the LOC.   

 
Fig. 1.1 A typical electropherogram obtained from a conventional DNA CE 

separation instrument (courtesy of Zebra Bioscience BV [Zebra, web]) 
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The traditional, bulk capillary based techniques provide a very high 
separation resolution, as will be pointed out in detail in chapter 3, section 
3.3.3. However, they typically have longer analysis times and bulky 
instrumentation. This point has been addressed by the development of 
microchip CE. Also, the bulk optical detection schemes making use of free-
space excitation/detection optics cannot be easily integrated in a compact 
device. The focus of this thesis will be essentially to demonstrate the value 
addition of integrated optics to such CE-based DNA analysis on LOCs, e.g. 
by showing potential enhancement of the separation resolution, enhancement 
of the sensitivity  enabling us to detect low concentrations of permanently, 
exclusively end-labeled DNA molecules, etc. This functionality finally 
enabled the implementation of multiplex (multi-color) fluorescent analysis of 
DNA probe samples from two different genes, corresponding to two 
different illnesses, analyzed unambiguously during a single CE experiment.  

 
1.2 Lab on a chip 

 
The LOC concept is currently undergoing  fast development and promises 
dramatic advances in its application areas encompassing basic science 
(genomics and proteomics) to chemical synthesis and drug developments [de 
Mello, 2006], high-throughput medical and biochemical analysis [Yager, 
2006], and environmental monitoring and detection of chemical and 
biological threats. In order to be successful, the LOC devices must be 
compact, mass producible, flexible in their application, robust, and cost 
efficient. LOCs are mainly fabricated in polymer, glass, or silicon substrates. 
Polymers are quickly becoming the most common choice due to their low 
cost and the simplicity of microchannel fabrication by molding or 
embossing. Nevertheless, glass is still preferred in several applications 
[Dishinger, 2007] as it is chemically inert, stable in time, hydrophilic, 
nonporous and optically transparent. In particular, the choice of fused silica 
as the basic material adds to the previous advantages a very high optical 
transparency even down to the UV range and a very low intrinsic 
fluorescence. In addition, well established microfabrication processes, based 
on photolithography and etching, are available for glass. 

The reduced analysis volumes in LOC systems lead to low signal levels, 
since fewer molecules are present in the detection region. Different detection 
strategies are possible, but among them the most popular is laser induced 
fluorescence (LIF) [Johnson, 2004] which, being a background-free 
technique, allows the measurement of low analyte concentrations in the 
picomolar range, e.g. 250 pM [Hubner, 2001], 500 pM [Bliss, 2007], 
typically making use of visible or even near-infrared [Soper, 1996] 
fluorescent dye labels attached to the analyte molecules. In traditional set-
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ups used in conjunction with LOCs, both excitation and detection are 
performed using bulk optical equipment, such as mirrors, lenses and 
microscope objectives in confocal setups [Dittrich, 2003] [Campbell, 2004], 
to focus the excitation light into a tiny measurement volume and to collect 
the resulting fluorescence. Such schemes can provide high sensitivity, with 
the vision  backed by experimental demonstrations  of going down to 
interrogating at the single-molecule level [Craighead, 2006] [Dittrich, 2005]; 
however, they require accurate mechanical alignment of the optics to the MF 
channels, and are sensitive to mechanical vibrations and drifts. The need to 
use a miniaturized LOC system in combination with a massive benchtop 
instrument such as an optical microscope, frustrates many of the LOC 
advantages; in particular it strongly limits device portability and prevents in-
field or point-of-care applications. Much of the commercial success of the 
LOC concept will critically depend on the ability to successfully integrate 
optical detection schemes. Such integration promises a significant reduction 
in size, cost and complexity of the system.  
Fluorescent marker molecules can be chemically attached to a specific 
sample molecule of interest so that fluorescence sensing can be used for 
quantitative analysis. In recent years, some preliminary efforts have been 
devoted to integrate optical WG systems on MF LOCs [Ruano, 2000] [Friis, 
2001]. Use of optical WGs has many clear advantages with respect to 
standard free-space detection systems, in terms of alignment precision, 
compactness and portability. In the next section 1.3, we will discuss in detail 
the various approaches that are available and that have been explored for 
optofluidic integration in LOCs.  
 
1.3 Integrated Optofluidics 

 
Several efforts have been performed in order to integrate micro-optical 
components in MF LOCs to perform on-chip optical detection [Verpoorte, 
2003] [Goetz, 2007] [Hunt, 2008] [Myers, 2008]. In addition to the 
integration of optical WGs, also other techniques have been explored for 
optofluidic integration in LOCs, e.g. the use of the MF channel itself as a 
liquid core optofluidic WG [Mach, 2002] [Wolfe, 2005] [Yin, 2006] or even 
a liquid core optofluidic laser [Vezenov, 2005] [Li, 2006], silicon-based 
optoelectronic transducer elements [Misiakos, 2004], optical fibers for 
fluorescence excitation [Lin, 2004], integration of lasers for fluorescence 
excitation [Cran-McGreehin, 2006], optofluidic lenses for fluorescence 
collection [Song, 2009], photodetectors for fluorescence detection 
[Namasivayam, 2004], etc.. 

Integrated optical WGs allow to confine and transport light in the chip, 
directing it to a small volume of the MF channel and collecting the 
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emitted/transmitted light, as has recently been applied to monitor on-chip 
DNA sequencing using zero-mode WG sensors [Levene, 2003] [Eid, 2009] 
in a now commercialized DNA sequencer [Pacific biosciences, web]. The 
integration of optical WGs or other photonic components with MF channels 
typically needs additional processing steps. Depending on the substrate of 
choice, different WG fabrication processes are possible. Several such 
approaches are reported in the literature and include silica on silicon 
[Mogensen, 2001] [Friis, 2001] [Hubner, 2001], ion-exchange in soda-lime 
glasses [Mazurczyk, 2006] [Vieillard, 2007], photolithography in polymers 
[Kuswandi, 2007] [Mogensen, 2003] and liquid core WGs [Bliss, 2007] 
[Bliss, 2008] [Yin, 2006] [Yin, 2007]. 

In the silica-on-silicon technology WGs are fabricated on the silicon 
substrate by deposition of core and cladding silica layers with the refractive-
index contrast being controlled e.g. by means of varying the dopants and 
their  concentrations, patterned by reactive-ion etching. A further 
photolithographic step is then performed to etch the microchannels, which 
are then hermetically sealed with a cover glass. These devices were tested 
both for absorption [Mogensen, 2001] and fluorescence [Hubner, 2001] 
detection. These WGs are multimode and have propagation losses of 
typically 1 dB/cm at 530 nm. Detection by UV absorption measurements of a 
beta-blocking agent (propranolol) used to treat hypertension was 
demonstrated, with a limit of detection (LOD) of 13 μM [Mogensen, 2001]. 
On the other hand, exploiting fluorescence, fluorescein was detected with a 
LOD of 250 pM [Hubner, 2001]. 

In the case of LOC in soda-lime glass, first the WGs for fluorescence 
excitation are fabricated by the ion-exchange technique and then the 
microchannels are produced, on the same substrate, by photolithography and 
wet etching [Mazurczyk, 2006] [Vieillard, 2007]. Using a Rhodamine 6G 
solution a minimum LOD of 500 pM was obtained and different protein 
mixtures were separated and detected by LIF [Mazurczyk, 2006].  

Several research groups used polymeric materials to combine MF 
channels and optical WGs. MF channels and WGs were fabricated in a single 
step by standard photolithography on a negative photoresist (SU-8) film, 
sandwiched between polymer or glass slabs [Mogensen, 2003]. The WGs are 
multimode and have propagation losses of 1.4 dB/cm at 633 nm. The device 
was designed to perform absorption measurements and was tested at 633 nm 
on a bromothymol blue dye solution filling the channels. It provided a LOD 
of 15 M.  

In a recent approach using liquid-core WGs [Bliss, 2007] [Bliss, 2008] 
the LOC devices were fabricated by soft lithography on 
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and WGs were created in dedicated 
channels by the addition of a liquid PDMS prepolymer of higher refractive 
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index. WG propagation losses are 1.8 dB/cm at 532 nm and 1.0 dB/cm at 
633 nm. The device, designed for LIF applications and tested in the 
separation of a BK virus polymerase chain reaction product, providing a 
signal-to-noise ratio (570 ± 30) for the specific sample in the same order of 
magnitude as the commercially available confocal-based systems (330 ± 30).  

A device based on planar networks of intersecting solid- and liquid-core 
WGs was fabricated [Yin, 2006] [Yin, 2007], where the fluorescent 
molecules are inside the "liquid" core and both types of WGs are used to 
deliver and collect the excitation and fluorescence light. Fluorescently 
labeled liposomes are used to demonstrate single molecule detection by 
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.   

From these and other examples it can be concluded that the fabrication of 
optical WGs integrated with the MF channels is not always a straightforward 
process. Since the production of optical WGs typically requires a localized 
increase of the refractive index in the device volume, whatever technology is 
chosen, it strongly affects the fabrication procedure of the MF part of the 
chip. In summary, the most widely used optical WG fabrication techniques 
around the start of this work were among others ion exchange, chemical 
vapor deposition followed by reactive ion etching (the so-called silica-on-
silicon approach) [Kuswandi, 2007]. All these approaches, while being 
adequate for many applications (e.g. large-scale manufacturing of telecom 
components), can nevertheless be improved on in a number of aspects, when 
applied to LOCs, e.g. the fact that silica-on-silicon approach creates non-flat 
glass surfaces, making the sealing of the MF channels problematic, must be 
addressed. This is one reason why the integration of optical WGs within MF 
LOCs has so far been limited.  

The technique for writing WGs with a fs laser emerged in the past two 
decades [Davis, 1996] [Itoh, 2006] [Gattass, 2008] [Osellame, 2006] [Eaton, 
2006]. Within the project HIBISCUS [Hibiscus, web] and within the context 
of this thesis, the technique for direct writing of WGs and photonic circuits 
in transparent glass substrates by focused fs pulses was performed by the 
group of Prof. G. Cerullo at the Politecnico di Milano [Martinez Vazquez, 
2009]. The ultrashort pulse duration ((10-13 s) leads to very high peak powers 
((10 MW) and intensities ((1014 W/cm2), when focused by a microscope 
objective, even for low average powers (tens of mW). Due to such high 
intensities, the interaction of the laser pulse with the material becomes 
strongly nonlinear; in particular, a very selective absorption (due to a 
combination of multi-photon absorption and avalanche ionization processes) 
occurs only in a small volume around the focus, where the intensity is the 
highest, allowing highly spatially-selective energy deposition. The hot 
electron plasma induces high temperatures and pressures that give rise to 
structural modifications such as densification and color-center creation 
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[Gattass, 2008]. The combination of all these effects leads, under suitable 
conditions and in a suitable material, to a local increase of the refractive 
index, which can be exploited, by moving the laser focus inside the substrate, 
in order to produce three-dimensional light-guiding structures. 

Compared with traditional techniques, fs-laser WG writing in a glass chip 
offers two striking advantages: (i) it is a direct maskless fabrication 
technique, i.e., one can create in a single step optical WGs or more 
complicated photonic devices (splitters, interferometers, etc.) by moving the 
sample with respect to the laser focus; (ii) it is a three-dimensional 
technique, since it allows to define WGs at arbitrary depths inside the glass. 
Until recently this technique has been almost exclusively applied to the 
manufacturing of optical WGs for telecom photonic devices [Osellame, 
2006] [Eaton, 2006]. However, it appears highly suited for the integration of 
optical WGs into LOCs. In fact, it allows to position optical WGs at arbitrary 
positions inside an already fabricated LOC without affecting the 
manufacturing procedure of the MF part of the device, thus greatly 
simplifying the production process and taking advantage of the already well 
developed technologies for MF chip fabrication. The optical WGs utilized 
during the course of this thesis were integrated with the MF channels in a 
standard CE LOC at the Politecnico di Milano, resulting in an integrated 
optofluidic chip aimed at fluorescent analysis of electrophoretically 
separated DNA molecules, as described in chapters 2-5 of this thesis.  

 
1.4 Outline of this thesis 

 
The broad theme of this thesis is the optofluidic integration in lab-on-a-chip 
devices to, in principle, enable various biochemical analyses to be performed 
in miniaturized microfabricated chips, thanks to the integrated optical 
sensing functionality. Having introduced the relevance of this field and its 
state of the art, the second chapter is then devoted to the description of the 
fabrication of the monolithic optofluidic chip. The third chapter reports on 
electrophoretic DNA sorting as performed in such a chip with high 
sensitivity and separation resolution. The fourth chapter is devoted to 
describe step by step the enhancement of the signal to noise ratio (SNR), and 
thereby the reduction of the limit of detection (LOD) in our setup, eventually 
enabling one to detect low concentrations of end-labeled DNA molecules 
during CE separation. In the fifth chapter, these individual results culminate 
in a qualitative improvement of the state of the art in fluorescent DNA 
analysis  thanks to our unique wavelength-multiplexing approach. 

In chapter 2, the technologies for the cleanroom-based fabrication of the 
microfluidic chip are described. This development was largely the work of 
LioniX BV [Lionix, web] and has been commercialized as off-the-shelf 
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microfluidic chips. Furthermore, the fabrication of optical waveguides for 
fluorescence excitation, integrated with the microfluidic analysis channels, is 
described. This work was performed with the fs laser post-processing 
approach by the group of Prof. G. Cerullo at the Politecnico di Milano 
[Martinez Vazquez, 2009]. Chapter 2 concludes with the description of the 
results of preliminary experiments to test the quality of the optical 
waveguides and the optofluidic integration in the context of DNA flow 
experiments with fluorescence monitoring. The results were promising and 
signaled toward flow experiments with a larger number of DNA analyte 
molecules at lower concentrations, i.e., approaching the real-life 
applications.  

In chapter 3, the optimization of the various microfluidic parameters, e.g. 
electroosmotic flow suppression by means of channel-wall coating, DNA 
molecular sieving, etc., is described, which enabled us to reach the 
performance of the state of the art in electrophoretic DNA analysis. With this 
high performance, the optofluidic chip was in turn employed to carry out the 
electrophoretic sorting of 17 DNA molecules fluorescently labeled in situ 
with an intercalating dye. A high sizing accuracy, separation resolution, and 
sensitivity are achieved, paving the way for the higher-complexity analysis 
demonstrated in the chapter 5. 

In chapter 4, the focus shifts to the enhancement of sensitivity, 
specifically to enable the detection of low concentrations (as encountered in 
real-life clinical diagnostic tests) of end-labeled DNA molecules. This is 
achieved, among others, by means of an all-numerical lock-in amplifier 
implementation. This enables a radical shift from the weakly bonding, 
transitorily and non-selectively attaching/detaching intercalating dyes to 
permanently, selectively, exclusively and covalently bonding end-labels.  

In chapter 5, the optimized microfluidic protocols described in chapter 3 
are combined with the ultrasensitive fluorescence detection from chapter 4. 
Furthermore, thanks to modulation-frequency encoding of the excitation 
laser beams and subsequent Fourier analytical decoding of the measured 
resulting fluorescence signals, multiplex genetic diagnostics is made 
possible. In the described example, the fluorescence signals from two 
independently end-labeled (color-coded) genetic probe sets, MCE-separated 
in a single run, under selective multi-wavelength laser excitation, were 
unambiguously unraveled from the cumulative signal measured by a color-
blind photomultiplier tube. The final results described in chapter 5 represent 
a potential paradigm shift toward multi-color fluorescent DNA analysis, 
thanks to the novel method of modulation encoding/decoding, and therefore 
bear the potential to be an important step forward in MCE-based fluorescent 
DNA analysis. 
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2. Optofluidic integration in a lab on a chip 
 

2.1 Introduction 
 

In the previous chapter we discussed the potential of integrated optofluidics 
as a method for addressing a part  namely the integration of optical 
waveguides (WGs) for fluorescence excitation in microfluidic (MF) channels 

 of the much more complex complete task of monolithic sensor integration 
in lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices for biochemical analysis. This served as an 
introduction to the topics covered in this thesis focusing on integration of the 
excitation part. In this chapter, we will describe in detail how the optofluidic 
chip utilized in the experiments described in the remainder of this thesis is 
fabricated. This chapter is organized as follows: in section 2.2.1 we will 
describe the fabrication of the MF chip by standard, clean-room based batch 
fabrication technologies, followed in section 2.2.2 by the femtosecond (fs-) 
laser writing of optical WGs as a post-processing on the MF chip. In section 
2.3 we will describe the optical characterization of fs-laser written WGs in 
the context of fluorescence sensing applications within this thesis, continuing 
in section 2.4 with preliminary tests to demonstrate the optofluidic 
functionality of the chip in static and dynamic experiments  in ambiences 
that resemble a real biochemical-analysis and diagnostic environment  and 
the results thereof. The chapter will be concluded in section 2.5 with a 
summary of the achieved results. 

 
2.2 Integrated optofluidic sample fabrication 

 
In this section we discuss the fabrication steps involved in arriving at an 
optofluidic chip with integrated WGs for laser-excitation to induce 
fluorescence during biochemical analysis, starting from a mere fused silica 
wafer, upon undertaking two major processing steps, namely the fabrication 
of MF channels, followed by fs-laser inscription of monolithic optical WGs. 

 
2.2.1 MF chip fabrication 

 
The MF chips used within the context of this thesis were fabricated in fused 
silica glass substrates using conventional cleanroom-based technologies 
[Herold, 2009] derived directly from the semiconductor industry  addressing 
the issue of future mass production demands [Whitesides, 2006]  and made 
available by our industry partners within the EU project HIBISCUS 
[Hibiscus, web], namely LioniX BV [Lionix, web] and CapiliX BV [Capilix, 
web]. The reason behind choosing a somewhat more costly material, namely 
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glass, in place of various other conventionally popular lab-on-a-chip 
materials such as the polymers poly-(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) [McDonald, 
1999], poly-(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) [Brown, 2006], etc., was the 
ease of transfer to high-volume production cycles, over-the-years tried-and-
tested biocompatibility, as well as the direct applicability of various 
biochemical / fluidic protocols developed traditionally for glass capillaries, 
i.e., assuming glass as the inert material that acts as the substrate for various 
biochemical processes.  

The choice of fused silica over other alternatives such as borosilicate, 
pyrex, etc., has advantages such as transparency over the entire ultraviolet 
(UV) and visible region of the spectrum to enable a wide range of 
fluorescence sensing applications [Schott, web]. Photolithographic patterning 
followed by wet etching by 33% HF  as standard batch processing on a set 
of fused silica wafers (Schott Lithosil)  is employed to create a network of 
MF channels connected to the outside world via MF reservoirs. Two 
different designs were employed during this work (as will be described in 
greater detail in chapter 3), which also included different cross-section 
dimensions of the MF channel, namely 50x12 m2 (design 1, Fig. 2.1(a)) and 
110x50 m2 (design 2, Fig. 2.1(b-c)) (breadth x height). In addition, a small 
variation in design 2 consisted of a so- -
MF crossing junction in order to increase the volume of the injected MF plug 
without affecting the duration of injection. In the following step an 
unpatterned fused silica wafer was fusion bonded at 11000 C on top of the 
patterned fused silica wafer, as a cover glass substrate, in order to direct the 
flow of the contents of the MF channels, and in order to isolate the MF 
channels from dust, dirt and other sources of particulate contamination from 
the ambient environment to prevent clogging of the MF channels. Individual 
chips of dimensions 64 x 5.5 x 1 mm3 were diced out, and their side-facets 
were polished to facilitate low-loss optical in-out coupling with fibers. Figs. 
2.2-2.4 show these chips in photographs. 
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     (a) 
1 2 3 4

 
 
 

(b)

  
 

(c)  
 

   
 

 
Fig. 2.1 MF chip designs having MF channel cross-section dimensions of (a) 

50x12 m2 and (b) 110x50 m2 (conventional MF crossing junction) as well as (c) 
110x50 m2 (double-T MF crossing junction) (courtesy of LioniX BV [LioniX, 
web])  
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Fig. 2.2 SEM image showing the MF crossing junction in design 2 chip; note the 
well-defined, low surface-roughness under-etched channel (courtesy of Lionix BV 
[LioniX, web]) 

 

    
 

Fig. 2.3 MF channel networks on a fused silica wafer, after fusion bonding and 
before dicing (left); and individual chips diced out from the fusion bonded wafers 
(right) (courtesy of LioniX BV [LioniX, web]) 

 

 
 
Fig.2.4 Comparison between images obtained by an optical microscope of the 

end-facets of the diced MF chips before and after polishing; the surface after 
polishing is optically smooth (mean surface roughness < /8) (courtesy of LioniX 
BV [LioniX, web]) 
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2.2.2 Optical post-processing by fs-laser WG writing 
 

The previous chapter described a number of different approaches to achieve 
optofluidic integration [Lien, 2004] [Leeds, 2004] [Lien, 2005] [Cleary, 
2005] [Psaltis, 2006] in a LOC device aimed at biochemical analysis 
[Lambeck, 2006] [Verpoorte, 2003] [Yin, 2006] [Applegate, 2007] [Yin, 
2007] [Mazurczyk, 2006]. The advantages of monolithic post-processing for 
exploiting the existing, mature MF fabrication infrastructure were described. 
Such a post-processing approach would be more viable over hybrid 
integration, which involves the invocation of other materials to introduce 
certain functionalities in addition to the MF functionalities. This is also one 
of the justifications for making use of fs-laser enabled optofluidic integration 
[Osellame, 2007] over a number of other approaches addressed in the 
literature utilizing different material platforms, e.g. silica on silicon [Ruano, 
2000] [Friis, 2001] [Dumais, 2005], polymers [Mogensen, 2003] [Lee, 2003] 
[Wang, 2006], liquid core [Bliss, 2007] [Olivares, 2002] [Dumais, 2006], 
SiON [Mogensen, 2001], etc.  This resulted in the fs-laser micromachining 
[Liu, 1997] [Gattass, 2008] approach and the resulting MF chips with 
integrated WGs being used during the course of this work. In this section we 
describe fs-laser WG writing [Davis, 1996] [Miura, 1997] in fused silica 
[Bellouard, 2004] LOCs. This WG fabrication technology was implemented 
within the group of Prof. G. Cerullo, at the Politecnico di Milano (partners 
within the EU-project HIBISCUS) and processed chips were provided by 
them for this thesis work.  

Figure 2.5 shows the setup used for fs-laser writing of optical WGs in 
glass [Martinez Vazquez, 2009]. A regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser 
(model CPA-1, Clark Instrumentation) producing 150 fs, 500 J pulses at 1 
kHz repetition rate and 800 nm wavelength is used as the fs-laser source 
[Osellame, 2004] [Osellame, 2007]. The original laser pulse energy, 
attenuated to 2 - 5 J, controlled by a variable attenuator, is used for WG 
writing. The pulses are focused by a low numerical aperture microscope 
objective (NA ~0.3) at a depth variable from 0.2 to 1 mm inside the glass. 
The samples are moved in three dimensions by a precision translation stage 
(Physik Instrumente model M-155.11). The ability to induce such arbitrary 
3D movement of the sample with respect to the writing laser beam enables 
the unique 3D WG fabrication [Nolte, 2003] [Gleezer, 1996] 
[Marcinkevicius, 2001] [Bellouard, 2004] [Martinez Vazquez, 2009] [Crespi, 
2010] [Zhang, 2008]), at speeds ranging from 10 to 100 m/s, 
perpendicularly to the beam propagation direction (transverse writing 
geometry).  
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Fig. 2.5 (top) Experimental setup for fs laser WG writing in the bulk of a fused 

silica substrate, (bottom left) WG writing in a fluidically unpatterned substrate, 
(bottom right) WG writing in a patterned substrate to cross a MF channel 
perpendicularly in plane [Martinez Vazquez, 2009] 

 
This geometry ensures fabrication flexibility, but the use of a single 

focusing objective leads to WGs with a strongly asymmetric cross section. 
This is overcome by introducing a focusing geometry in which the fs-laser 
writing beam is astigmatically shaped [Cerullo, 2002] by changing both the 
spot sizes in the tangential and sagittal planes as well as the relative positions 
of the beam waists within the focal volume. This shaping allows one to 
modify the interaction volume in such a way that the WG cross section can 
be made circular or elliptical and with varying size [Osellame, 2003]. Such 
astigmatic beam shaping can be easily obtained by a cylindrical telescope; 
fine control of the distance between the cylindrical lenses is used to tune the 
offset between the two positions of the beam waists corresponding to the two 
transverse directions and thus the WG cross section. The WG fabrication 
process was optimized on plain fused silica substrates similar to those used 
for the mass production of the LOC devices.  

The next step in the optofluidic sensor integration in the LOC was the 
integration of such optical WGs in real LOC devices capable of biochemical 
analyses, to enable selective excitation and probing of the content of the MF 
channels. A commercial electrophoretic microchip (design 1) (D8-LIF from 
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CapiliX BV) was used for this purpose. The chip layout is shown in Fig. 
2.1(a). It consists of two MF channels mutually crossing each other in plane, 

responsible for the sample injection (MF channel going from reservoir 1 to 
3) and for the electrophoretic separation (MF channel going from reservoir 2 
to 4). The separated MF plugs at the end of channel 2 4 would 
conventionally be detected by laser-induced fluorescence using a confocal 
microscope [Jiang, 2000] [Leica, web] [Lundqvist, 2003].  

A series of WGs perpendicular to the CE separation channel were 
fabricated by means of fs-laser material processing, toward the end of the CE 
separation channel. We have chosen for a positioning of the WGs at different 
points in order to have some freedom in selecting the most suitable position 
for fluorescence excitation/detection. The MF channels lie 500 m below the 
chip surface and are rather small, with a rectangular cross-section measuring 
50 m in width and 12 m in height for the original chip design. The 
positioning of the optical WG with respect to the MF channel is thus quite 
challenging, in particular in the depth direction where the MF channel 
dimension is relatively small.  

Figure 2.6(b) shows the differential interference contrast microscope 
-view together with the MF channel. From 

left to right, the position control can be appreciated, with one WG slightly 
above the MF channel, one slightly below (both can be used for evanescent 
field sensing applications), and three perfectly centered (in the third image 
the MF channel is out of focus to allow visualization of the centered optical 
WGs) WGs for the fluorescence sensing applications presented in this thesis.  

To prevent damaging of the MF channel walls when the laser crosses 
them, the writing beam was interrupted a few m before the channel and 
restored just after it, by synchronizing a beam shutter with the driver of the 
translation stage. Stopping the WGs a few m before the channel does not 
cause any loss of spatial resolution during fluorescence excitation, since, due 
to the low numerical aperture of the WGs, the Rayleigh range of the light 
coupled out of them exceeds 50 m and thus the excitation remains quite 
confined when crossing the MF channel with negligible divergence effects. It 
is also important to note that, despite the fact that the WGs are written very 
close to the bonding surface between the two glass slabs of the MF chip, no 
detectable damage was induced. This indicates that the bonded glass slabs 
behave as a bulk piece of fused silica for all practical WG-writing purposes 
and the fs-laser writing process is compatible with the bonding procedure. 
This result is critical for the optical integration in any existing MF chip, 
consisting of a substrate with MF channels bonded to a cover glass for 
closing the channels. These results demonstrate that the direct inscription 
technique allows the integration of buried optical WGs on a functional MF 
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chip. This post-processing capability provides strong design flexibility for 
the photonic devices to be integrated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.6 Images depicting fs-laser WG writing in a MF chip (design 1) in (a) 

layout / top-view, and (b) side-view [Martinez Vazquez, 2009] 
 
A typical translation speed of 20 m/s is used for WG writing. This rather 

low fabrication speed may be considered the main limitation of this 
technology.  Higher speeds have been demonstrated with higher repetition 
rate lasers [Eaton, 2006] [Osellame, 2005]; however, even with the above 
value, a 4-mm-long WG is manufactured in each chip in about 3 minutes. 
The modified volume presents a circular cross section with a diameter of 
approximately 12 m (in MF chip design 1), matching the MF channel 
depth, and an elliptical cross section (in MF chip design 2) with a minor 
diameter of 12 m (to ensure a high spatial resolution) in the horizontal 
direction and a major diameter of 50 m in the vertical direction (to excite 
fluorescence along the entire MF channel depth, thereby maximizing the 
generated signal to be detected). With the fabrication parameters described 
here, the material modification is limited to the focal volume of the writing 
beam. This is important for this specific application since the relative 
position of optical WG and MF channel is critical, calling for a fine control 
of position and shape of the modified region.  

 
2.3 Characterization of the integrated WGs 

 
In this section we discuss the optical characterization performed at the 
Integrated Optical Microsystems group, University of Twente, of the fs-laser 
written WGs integrated in the MF chip for fluorescence sensing applications. 
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Parameters such as single- / multi-mode behavior, refractive-index profile of 
the WG cross section, and their propagation losses will be discussed and 
compared with existing methods. The outcome of these characterizations will 
serve as important pointers to the applicability of this WG fabrication 
technique in optical sensing. 

 
2.3.1 Near-field imaging 

 
The optical WGs were excited by in-coupling light at 633 nm through a 9 

m fiber. The near field mode profiles at the output of these WGs were 
projected with a 25x microscope objective onto a grayscale CCD camera 
(10-bit pixel resolution). It was observed that in the chip design 1 (MF 
channel cross-section = 50 m x 12 m), the WGs were single-mode (for 
given polarization) as the outgoing field was observed to be independent of 
the exact in-coupling conditions  see Fig. 2.7., The modal field has a circular 
cross-section, owing to the astigmatic beam shaping described in section 
2.2.2. Single-mode operation is however not necessary for fluorescence 
excitation and the subsequent devices indeed implemented multi-mode WGs 
in order to excite fluorescence in the contents of a much larger effective 
volume of the MF channel. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.7 Near-field mode profiles of two WGs inscribed in the MF chip (design 
1) with a linear CCD camera through a 25x microscope objective 

 
It was observed, as expected, that most of the WGs in the chip design 2 

were in fact multi-mode, and displayed a variety of shapes and sizes, 
dependent on the in-coupling conditions, as evident from the sets of CCD 
camera images in Fig. 2.8. It was also observed that the near-field profile that 
could be excited was dependent on the position of the in-coupling fiber in x-
y plane w. r. t. the WG input end face.  
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Fig. 2.8 Near-field mode profiles of WGs inscribed in the MF chip (design 2) 

with a linear CCD camera through a 25x microscope objective 
 
In Figs. 2.7 and 2.8, one can notice the presence of interference fringes in 

the horizontal direction, resulting from the back-reflections from the top and 
bottom surfaces of the chip. This is an important reason why these near-field 
images cannot be used to perform further calculations to determine, e.g., the 
refractive index contrasts in the WG cross section. In the next section we will 
describe a technique to eliminate such interference and obtain the refractive 
index contrasts of these WGs by means of a simple back-calculation 
algorithm. 

 
2.3.2 Refractive index profile 

 
The technique used to evaluate the 2D refractive index profile in the 
transverse plane makes use of an algorithm to back-calculate the index 
distribution as a function of the near-field mode-profile at the output end face 
of the WG in question [Bibra, 1997]. While the CCD camera images in the 
previous section provided valuable information concerning the single- / 
multi-mode behavior of the WGs, the low resolution and the presence of 
interference fringes lead to the need for another technique to capture the 
near-field profiles for refractive-index reconstruction. We made use of a 
scanning fiber tip in collaboration with the Optical Sciences group, 
University of Twente. In this technique, the WG cross-section at the output 
end face is directly aligned with a 110-nm near-field scanning (SNOM) fiber 
tip [Veerman, 1998]. The tip was mounted on automated movement stages 
(Newport) with a movement resolution of 20 nm. A labview program 
controlled this setup to automatically align the WG with the fiber tip, by 
means of a simultaneous atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurement to 
provide feedback concerning the distance between the WG cross-section and 
the outcoupling fiber tip, thereby maintaining the separation at a constant 10 
nm. On optimal alignment, the out-coupling fiber was used to scan the near-
field mode profile in the x-y plane with a spatial resolution down to 20 nm. 
The resulting field profile is measured by an optical power meter which 
feeds the data back to the measurement software, as shown in Fig. 2.9. 
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Fig. 2.9 Near field mode profile of the fundamental mode in a fs-laser written 

WG captured by the automated fiber tip scanning technique 
 
The following back-calculation paradigm can be used to evaluate the 

index profile based on the captured/scanned near-field mode profile, 
provided that assumptions such as weak guidance, graded index variation, 
and a low index contrast hold true, which they do in this case. Assuming that 
the WG is oriented along the z-axis, we have the scalar eigen-value equation 
for the modal field, 
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where (x,y) is the dominant component of the modal field,  is the 

propagation constant, and n(x,y) is the refractive index profile to be 
determined. Rearranging the above equation, we receive 
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Substituting the modal field intensity I(x,y) = 2(x,y), and n(x,y) = nB + 

n (x,y) where nB is the refractive index of the bulk material, and assuming 
that ( n)2 << 2 nB, we obtain 
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Software was developed in-house to implement the evaluation of 
refractive index profile in this manner, and Fig. 2.10 describes the result. 

 
Fig. 2.10 WG cross section refractive index profile based on its near field mode 

profile 
 
The refractive index profile as well as the index contrasts evaluated by 

this method (~ 0.0009) at 633 nm matches quite well with the results of the 
index profile measurements carried out by using a commercial index 
profilometer (Rinck Elektronik GmbH, Jena, Germany) as shown in Fig. 
2.11. This value is in turn in good agreement with the results of a calculation 
using a numerical mode solver software (BeamPROP 4.0, RSoft) to 
reproduce the measured WG mode. This low refractive index change implies 
a limited numerical aperture of the WG (NA ~0.05). As will be discussed in 
the following section (2.4) on the optofluidic characterization of the chip, 
this is beneficial for uniform excitation through the MF channel. 
Nevertheless, the refractive index change may be increased with different 
irradiation parameters such as higher (up to 1 MHz) repetition rates, to reach 
values up to ~1 x10-2, in order to enable the writing of sharper bends, e.g. to 
fabricate optical power splitters. 
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Fig. 2.11 Refractive index profile obtained by a commercial index profilometer 

for a fs-laser written WG (courtesy of Politecnico di Milano) 
 

2.3.3 Propagation loss 
 

Propagation loss at 543 nm was measured using the cut-back technique 
[Reed, 1992] at the Politecnico di Milano, and was found to be 0.9 dB/cm, as 
shown in Fig. 2.12.  

 
Fig. 2.12 Propagation loss measurement at 543 nm performed by cut-back 

method on a fs-laser written WG; (the plotted straight line does not pass through 
the origin owing to the fiber-chip in-coupling losses) [Martinez Vazquez, 2009]  

 

technique [Okamura, 1983], where a top-view CCD-camera image of the 
WG (Fig. 2.13 top-left) was obtained by capturing the luminescence emitted 
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along the WG length, resulting from the 633-nm excitation of the color-
centers (Fig. 2.13 top-right) created during the fs-laser writing. From the 
linear decrease in the logarithm of the luminescence intensity, we derived the 
propagation loss of the WG, as shown in Fig. 2.13 (bottom). This value (0.9 
dB/cm) is very promising as compared to those obtained at similar 
wavelengths on other kinds of WGs integrated on LOCs and fabricated with 
SiON ([Mogensen, 2001] 1 dB/cm), SU-8 polymer ([Mogensen, 2003] 2.5 
dB/cm), and liquid core ([Bliss, 2007] 1.8 dB/cm) technologies. The 
performance of the WGs obtained in plain fused silica substrates thus 
appeared fully adequate for implementation in real biochemical LOCs in 
terms of mode profiles and propagation losses. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 2.13 Streak of luminescence technique for the evaluation of propagation 

losses in a fs-laser written WG. (a) Top-view of a WG carrying light at 633 nm and 
thereby illuminated owing to color-centers created during laser writing; (b) 
luminescence spectrum of the light captured from the top of the WG; (c) linear 
decrease as a function of WG length in the luminescence intensity emitted by the 
WG and captured by the CCD camera in top-view 

 
2.4 Optofluidic characterization of the lab on a chip 

 
In this section, we will discuss the various preliminary tests performed in 
order to evaluate the quality and functionality of the optofluidic integration. 
Specifically, these included a static test wherein a MF channel was filled 
with a strongly emitting fluorescent dye, and selectively, locally excited by 
the integrated WG intersecting the MF channel in plane [Martinez Vazquez, 
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2009]. While the performance test during a dynamic flow experiment 
included capillary electrophoresis separation of two strongly emitting 
fluorescent dyes in the MF channel  their fluorescence being selectively, 
locally excited by the integrated WG.  

  
2.4.1 Sensing of static events 

 
In order to demonstrate the ability of the fs laser written optical WGs to 
excite fluorescence in the contents of the MF channel, the latter was filled 
with a solution of Fluorescein dissolved in MES/His (40 mM / 20 mM) 
buffer (pH 6.2), used as model fluorescent dye. The 488 nm line from a 
continuous wave Argon ion laser beam (Spectra-Physics) was coupled into 
the integrated WG via an optical fiber array unit optimally aligned and glued 
to the end-facet of the chip.  

Fig. 2.15(right) shows a microscope image of the green-yellow 
fluorescence for Fluorescein dye. The spatial resolution of the fluorescence 
excitation is 12 m, as defined by the WG diameter. Only one stripe of light 
with a width of 12 m is observed over the entire width of the MF channel, 
indicating that there is low divergence of light as it exits out of the WG as it 
intersects the MF channel. This will become especially important for a high 
spatial resolution electrophoretic separation once the MF plug widths would 
become comparable to the WG dimensions, as will be discussed in chapter 3. 
The results depicted in Fig. 2.15(right) thereby demonstrate the ability of the 
integrated optical WG to excite with high spatial selectivity the biochemical 
contents of the MF channel. The experimental setup to ensure a high 
sensitivity and a strong reduction of background noise as used for the laser-
induced fluorescence sensing experiment shown in Fig. 2.15 is shown in Fig. 
2.14. This setup is also used for monitoring the dynamic flow experiments 
described in section 2.4.2.  

The CE microchip is inserted in a commercial MF cartridge providing 
electrical and fluidic connections to the on-chip MF reservoirs (MCC-1 of 
the Capella platform, CapiliX BV). The integrated WGs are addressed by 
means of fiber array units aligned and glued to the chip end-facets. The 
cartridge is placed into the MF docking station which in turn is placed on the 
sample stage mounted on an inverted microscope. The emitted fluorescence 
signal passes through an emission filter (XF57 from Omega Optical, Inc.) to 
a color CCD camera for visualization of on-chip events if desired, and to a 
photomultiplier tube (PMT) for sensitive measurement of the fluorescence 
signals.  
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Fig. 2.14 Laboratory-based experimental setup for laser-induced fluorescence 

measurements 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.15 (left) Schematic of the MF chip (design 1) with a fs laser written WG 

intersecting a MF channel right after the MF crossing junction to enable detection 
of small-sized molecules during electrophoretic separation (right) excitation of 
Fluorescein dye filling the MF channel (inset), and the emitted fluorescence 
intensity as a function of the position along the MF channel (indicating the 12 m 
spatial resolution)  
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Fig. 2.16 (left) Schematic, and (right) picture depicting the compact 
fluorescence detection setup, based on a fluorescence-collection fiber [Martinez 
Vazquez, 2009] 

 
In order to introduce further compactness and portability,  modifications 

were applied to this setup as shown in Fig. 2.16, as a possible alternative in 
the future for field applications of this technology. These experiments were 
performed at / in collaboration with the Politecnico di Milano. In this 
approach, direct collection of fluorescence with a high numerical aperture 
optical fiber was implemented [Martinez Vazquez, 2009]. The fluorescence 
was then collected by an optical fiber pigtailed to the chip in correspondence 
to the excited portion of the MF channel, in 90-degree geometry with respect 
to the exciting WG, thus achieving a strong suppression of the excitation 
(background) signal. Both the numerical aperture and the diameter of the 
optical fiber would be selected in order to maximize the collected 
fluorescence and limit the effect of stray light. The light collection 
efficiency, defined as the fraction of isotropic fluorescence collected by the 

- max
solid angle subtended by the collection optics, corresponding to a half cone 

max. This angle can be related to the numerical aperture of the 
optical fiber by NA = n0 max, where n0 is the refractive index of the 
medium from which the fluorescence is impending. One can then write 
[Martinez Vazquez, 2009] 
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for NA = 0.5 one achieves a LCE of 3%, which is comparable to that of a 

confocal microscope objective  the competing bulky technique  with the 
advantage of potential further integration and system portability given by the 
fiber-based collection system. An additional constraint to be satisfied is that 
the fiber cross-section is large enough to intercept all the rays contanined 
within qmax. Assuming the fluorescence as a point source located at a 
distance d below the chip surface, and calling a the fiber radius, one obtains  
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For the numerical values relevant to our case (d = 500 m, n0 = 1.45) one 

obtains a m. The specific setup used a collection fiber with NA = 
0.48 and a core radius of 300 m (model HWF-H-600T, Ceram Optec), 
which satisfies both requirements, has a fused silica core (to minimize 
autofluorescence) and a polymer cladding to provide high refractive index 
contrast. A possible alternative to collect the fluorescence signal would have 
been to use another fs laser written WG, albeit integrated orthogonally to the 
plane of the MF channels. The use of an optical fiber to collect the 
fluorescence, rather than a second inscribed WG, could be justified because 
of the following reasons: (i) in the geometry under consideration, the path 
from the excited volume to the microchip surface is only 500 m, therefore a 
large core area fiber can easily intercept a wide solid angle of the emitted 
fluorescence; (ii) it is very difficult with any fabrication technology to 
integrate a WG with NA comparable to the fiber we used, thus, 
notwithstanding the closer collection allowed by a WG, a larger amount of 
fluorescence would have been lost; (iii) a high numerical fiber would 
however have been necessary to deliver the light collected by the WG to the 
detector. The core diameter of the collecting fiber being 600 m, it greatly 
relaxes the alignment with the MF channel which can be performed by naked 
eye 
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In order to assess the sensitivity of such a system, a measurement of the 
as 

filled with progressively higher concentrations of Rhodamine 6G. Figure 
2.17 shows the fluorescence as a function of concentration for an average 
power of 100 mW coupled into the WG. The curve displays an excellent 
linearity and shows the capability of this system to detect very low 
fluorophore concentrations, down to the 40 pM level which corresponds to 
the presence of 150 individual fluorescence-emitting molecules in the 
excitation/detection volume.  

 

 
 
Fig. 2.17 Fluorescence intensity as a function of fluorophore concentration, 

depicting the limit of detection of the setup [Martinez Vazquez, 2009] 
 
This limit of detection compares well with values reported in the 

-
similar geometries [Bliss, 2007], [Hubner, 2001]. The sensitivity reported 
here is currently limited by the background signal, measured in a channel 
filled with buffer and equal to 34 fW (or 10000 cps of the photomultiplier 
tube). It is worth noting that the fluorescence signal, corresponding to the 
lowest measured concentration, exceeds the background level by an amount 
which is seven times higher than the noise.  It was originally envisioned that 
the limit of detection could be significantly decreased by increasing the 
excitation power, optimizing the quantum efficiency of the detector and 
reducing the background signal. During the course of this thesis, however, a 
well-known principle was implemented in the context of integrated optical 
WG excitation of fluorescence, and subsequent ultrasensitive fluorescence 
detection. This principle consists of modulation-frequency encoding of the 
excitation light sources and consequent Fourier-analytical decoding of the 
detected fluorescence signal, to further lower, by a factor of almost 200, the 
limit of detection to reach 220 fM, as will be described in detail in Chapter 4.  
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2.4.2 Sensing of dynamic flow events 
 

Having illustrated the ability of the fs-laser integrated WGs to excite 
fluorescence in a monolithic MF channel in a spatially selective manner, in 
this section we explore the extension of this functionality to dynamic flow 
scenarios as encountered in most biochemical analytical devices. As 
described in chapter 1, section 1.2, this thesis focuses on CE as the 
biochemical analysis tool. In this flow regime, electrically charged or 
polarized molecules introduced to a bulk capillary or a MF channel in the 
case of microchip CE, under an applied electric field, migrate in the direction 
of the oppositely charged electrode. The DNA molecules used in the context 
of this thesis are negatively charged owing to the presence of the phosphate 
groups along their chemical backbone.  

The separation of analyte constituents of an analyte mixture by CE is 
dependent on the differential migration of analytes in an applied electric 
field. The electrophoretic migration velocity (v) of an analyte toward the 
electrode of opposite charge is given by, Ev , where  is the 
electrophoretic mobility and E is the electric field strength. The 
electrophoretic mobility is proportional to the ionic charge of a sample and 
inversely proportional to any frictional forces present in the fluid medium 
filling the MF channel. When two species in a sample have different charges 
or experience different frictional forces, they will separate from one another 
as they migrate through the MF channel. The frictional forces experienced by 

shape of the ion. Accordingly, the electrophoretic mobility of an analyte at a 

given pH is given by, 
r

z
6

, where z is the net charge of the analyte and 

r is the Stokes radius of the analyte. The Stokes radius is given by, 

D
Tk

r B

6
, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature, D 

is the diffusion coefficient. These equations indicate that the electrophoretic 
mobility of the analyte is proportional to the charge of the analyte and 
inversely proportional to its radius. The electrophoretic mobility can be 
determined experimentally from the migration time and the field strength as 
will be described in detail in chapter 3. 

The setup with integrated optical detection described earlier was tested 
during a preliminary dynamic flow experiment by performing injection and 
electrophoresis of a 23-nucleotide, Cy3-labelled single-stranded DNA 
(ssDNA) molecule plug. Figure 2.18 shows two electropherograms 
corresponding to different ssDNA concentrations (10 nM and 1 nM).  
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Fig. 2.18 Electrophoresis of a 23-nucleotide, Cy3-labeled ssDNA molecule plug. 

at a concentration of (a) 10 nM, and (b) 1 nM, in the optofluidic chip  
 

both cases. A quantitative estimation of the sensitivity of the device can be 
obtained from the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measurement [Rech, 
2006], defined as SNR = (Cp  CB)/ B, where Cp is the peak counting rate, 
CB the average background count rate, and B the standard deviation of the 
background signal. In Fig. 2.18 (b), B  2000 cps, so that the SNR is 10, 
corresponding to a LOD of 250 pM. Having illustrated the integrated optical 
monitoring of a flowing single fluorescent species in a MF channel, the next 
test was naturally to exploit capillary electrophoresis for molecular 
separation. Therefore, as a proof of principle, a sample containing two 
different fluorescent dyes, Rhodamine-6G and Rhodamine-B (absorption 
maxima at 530 and 540 nm, respectively) was used to demonstrate capillary 
electrophoresis separation in this MF chip. Further, in another, independent 
experiment, a sample containing double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecules 
obtained by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [Saiki, 1988] were flown, 
separated, and detected by means of intercalating fluorescent dyes excited by 
a 488 nm laser beam from an Ar ion laser, in this optofluidic chip, as shown 
in Fig. 2.19(a). During PCR, a specific region is selected from a genetic 
segment (template) and amplified by means of ssDNA primer molecules 
end-labeled with fluorescent dye molecules. The resulting product of 
amplification is termed amplicon, and it is also end-labeled with the same 
fluorescent dye molecules present on the ssDNA primer molecules. These 
analyte molecules were introduced into reservoir 1 of the electrophoretic 
microchip (design 1) (Fig. 2.15(a)). The MF channels were filled with a 
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buffer (20 mM MES / 20 mM His, pH 6.2). Application of optimized high 
voltages in the range of 1 2 kV at the MF reservoirs with integrated 
platinum electrodes causes the analyte molecules to flow into the CE 
injection channel from reservoir 1 to reservoir 3. By switching the voltages 
at all four reservoirs simultaneously to well-chosen, optimized values, a well 
confined plug of the mixture of the two dye molecules  with a volume of 
approximately 30 picoliters at the crossing junction of the two MF channels 

 is injected into the electrophoretic separation channel, from the MF 
crossing junction toward reservoir 4. The entire on-chip flow was controlled 
with a LabVIEW script steering an MF control system (Capella, from 
Capilix BV). The 543 nm line from a green He Ne laser was coupled into 
the on-chip integrated WG. Again, distinct fluorescent segments appear and 
fade away as the two plugs migrate across the excitation WG, as shown in 
Fig. 2.19(b).  

 

 
 
Fig. 2.19 Passage in a MF channel, and across an excitation WG, of (a) 

fluorescently labeled dsDNA molecules, and (b) fluorescent dyes Rhodamine-6G 
and Rhodamine-B. 

 
Snapshots I (before arrival of the plugs), II and III (appearance and 

passage of the first plug ), IV (transient period where the first plug has 
passed and the second plug is yet to appear), and V and VI (passage of the 
second plug), respectively, correspond to the significant stages during CE 
separation. In both cases (i.e., the cases of dsDNA and dye molecules), two 
distinct fluorescent plugs were thus observed owing to the ensuing separation 
during the passage. The narrow fluorescent segments in Fig. 2.19 remind us 
of the integrated-WG-excitation-enabled exact definition of the dimensions 
of the detection window (the region of intersection of the MF channel and 
the WG from where the fluorescence signal is collected in a perpendicular 
direction out of the MF chip plane) down to 12 μm and its inherent 
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alignment with respect to the MF channel as shown in Fig. 2.15(right). This 
presents an important advantage compared to conventional approaches for 
lowering the dimensions of the LIF detection window, e.g., the use of a 
pinhole (typical dimensions of 400 μm) in the optical path toward the 
detector [Jiang, 2000], since it achieves an inherently constant mutual 
alignment of the excitation and detection windows. This renders the system 
somewhat more compact, faster to operate, and highly reproducible. While 
such integration of optical excitation WGs is a first step in the more complex 
challenge of integrating the entire sensing functionality, it is nevertheless an 
important step that could potentially make the finally resulting integrated 
device attractive for field applications. Besides, one also needs to increase 
the spatial and temporal resolution with which the consecutive peaks in an 
electropherogram can be distinguished from each other, depending of course 
on the interplay with the current and the future MF protocols, as will be 
described in detail in chapter 3. In order to quantify this resolution, the 
passage of the fluorescent dyes was captured in the form of a movie, where 
each frame consisted of 640 x 512 color (RGB) pixels. A region of interest 
was selected to span over 80 x 40 pixels, with its center at the bright 
fluorescent segment (Fig. 2.19) corresponding to the WG  MF channel 
intersection, and the intensities of all pixels in this region were integrated at a 
time intervals of 300 ms to obtain the corresponding fluorescence intensity 
data points as a function of time for the case of the dsDNA molecules and 
the dye molecules, plotted as an electropherogram (Fig. 2.20).  

 

 
Fig. 2.20 Time-dependent fluorescence intensity at the WG  MF channel 

intersection after injection into the separation channel for a sample containing (a) 
fluorescently labeled dsDNA molecules (amplicon and template) or (b) fluorescent 
dyes Rhodamine-6G and Rhodamine-B. 

 
The two distinct peaks in Fig. 2.20(b) correspond to the 

electrophoretically separated Rhodamine-6G and Rhodamine-B plugs, while 
the two peaks in Fig. 2.20(a) correspond to the electrophoretically flown 
dsDNA molecules. In Fig. 2.20(a), the presence of the low-intensity peak 
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(appearing at time = 11 s) next to the anticipated dsDNA amplicon peak 
(appearing at time = 9 s) can be attributed to the presence of residual 
template material in the analyte mixture. The roman numerals (I VI) in Fig. 
2.20 denote the data points resulting from the analysis of the corresponding 
snapshots (I VI) in Fig. 2.19, respectively. The peak resolution for the 
relatively small-sized dye molecules in Fig. 2.20(b) is more or less 
satisfactory (plate number [IUPAC, web] is given by 5.54 x (migration time / 
peak width) 2  = 554 (or ~180000 per meter)). Here the low value compared 
to conventional CE-LIF experiments, owes more to the fact that the 
measurement took place only a few mm after the injection cross than to the 
real separation resolution itself. The two peaks corresponding to relatively 
larger dsDNA molecules in Fig. 2.20(a) are not as well resolved as one 
would like. The challenge to achieve a higher resolution must be addressed 
by means of improved MF protocols to enable high resolution CE 
separations, if one has to employ this optofluidic setup for real-world 
applications involving analysis of a larger number of dsDNA molecules with 
high resolution. This issue will be addressed in further detail in chapter 3.  

 
2.5 Summary 

 
MF chips capable of electrophoretic biochemical analysis were fabricated by 
LioniX BV in fused silica glass, by making use of conventional, mature 
cleanroom-based technologies, keeping in mind the potential future demand 
of transfer to a high-volume production facility. Monolithically integrated 
optical WGs were micromachined into such fluidic microchips by colleagues 
at the Politecnico di Milano, by means of ultrafast pulses from a fs laser. 
This serial, but nevertheless fast (few minutes per chip) post-processing 
approach enabled us to exploit the existing, mature fluidic microchip 
fabrication techniques, while allowing for flexibility in the choice and 
position of optical sensing devices that ought to be integrated in such a chip. 
The WGs were optically characterized and were found to possess satisfactory 
characteristics w. r. t. mode profiles, refractive index profiles, and 
propagation losses. Optofluidic characterization of the chips by means of 
static and flowing fluorescent species (dyes as well as ssDNA and dsDNA 
molecules) by colleagues at the Politecnico di Milano and ourselves, 
respectively, further confirmed their excellent functionality. These 
experiments also showed the feasibility of our setup to implement 
diagnostically relevant dsDNA separation/analyses, upon the implementation 
of optimum MF protocols as described in chapter 3. 
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3. Fluorescence monitoring of electrophoretic 
DNA sorting 

 
3.1 Introduction 

 
In the previous chapter, we discussed the monolithic integration of optical 
waveguides (WGs) for fluorescence excitation in a microfluidic (MF) chip 
[Martinez Vazquez, 2009]. While several micromechanical approaches have 
been investigated for sorting larger (> 5 kilo-base-pairs) double-stranded 
(dsDNA) molecules [Chou, 1999] [Han, 2000] [Schmidt, 2007], capillary 
electrophoresis (CE) [Landers, 2003] utilizing strong electric fields to 
separate differently sized molecules is a powerful method suitable for a 
broader range of molecular sizes, thanks to flexible MF protocols, exploiting 
a variety of channel wall coatings, sieving gel matrices, etc., and CE was 
therefore also the method of choice for the dsDNA analysis applications 
described in this thesis. Preliminary optofluidic characterization within a 
dynamic flow experiment as described in chapter 2, section 2.4.2, revealed 
the need for further optimization of our approach in order to reach the levels 
of electrophoretic performance close to the state of the art in microchip CE 
[Agilent, web] [Bio-rad, web] [Paegel, 2002] [Landers, 2003] [Herold, 
2009]. While CE in general provides a potentially higher separation 
resolution as compared to slab-gel electrophoresis, owing to the higher 
electric fields that can be applied, this needs a careful optimization of the 
multiple MF parameters that play a role in determining the resolution. In this 
chapter we will describe how we addressed these optimization issues in 
section 3.2, while in section 3.3 we will describe the experimental results of 
electrophoretic dsDNA separation within the diagnostically relevant size 
range and the ensuing quantitative analysis. Finally, we will also comment 
on the performance of our system in comparison to the state of the art and 
the steps that can be foreseen to improve our performance in the future.  

 
3.2 Optimization of MF parameters 

 
In this section, we shall discuss the MF parameters associated with the flow 
of fluorescently labeled biochemical species (dsDNA molecules in the 
context of this work) in the MF channels in the fused-silica optofluidic 
microchip. The correct choice and the fine tuning of these variables played a 
major role in enabling us to achieve well resolved dsDNA separation, and in 
employing our optofluidic approach in relevant diagnostic situations. In 
particular, the design of the MF channels, coating of the channel walls in 
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order to suppress the electro-osmotic flow (EOF), and the application of 
sieving gel matrices to enhance the dsDNA separation resolution will be 
discussed.  

 
3.2.1 The MF channels 

 
As discussed in chapter 2 (section 2.2.1), the original MF chip design 1 
(made available by LioniX BV) consisted of a MF channel network 
involving a large number of bends to maximize the lengths of the individual 
channels (in order to enable full separation of relatively larger species in the 
analyte mixture), while maintaining a small final footprint of the chip.  

 
1 2 3 4

 
 
Fig. 3.1 Layout of the MF chip - design 1, with a longer sample injection 

channel (reservoir 1 > reservoir 3), incorporating MF channels with cross-section 
dimensions of 50 m x 12 m, breadth x height. 

 
One of the approaches leading to an enhancement of the separation 

resolution was the decision to revise the design 1, in order to address chip-
level issues that limit the resolution. One observation during the injection of 
fluorescent analyte mixures in chip design 1 was the frequent occurrence of 
clogging of the MF channel from reservoir 1 to reservoir 3, owing to the 
relatively large number (8) of bends as the channel traverses the chip. Also 
the relatively large length (61.43 mm) of this channel at times lead to 
premature separation of the fluorescent analytes even before the mixture was 
injected into the electrophoretic separation channel. The MF channel cross 
section dimensions (50 m x 12 m, breadth x height) also contributed to 
clogging and limited the applicability as well as the concentrations of the 
highly viscous, polymer-based sieving gel matrices that could be introduced 
in the channel network in order to enhance the separation resolution. The 
new chip design (design 2) was developed in order to address these issues. 

 
Fig. 3.2 Layout of the MF chip - design 2, with a much shorter sample injection 

channel (reservoir 1 > reservoir 2) with less kinks, incorporating MF channels 
with cross-section dimensions of 110 m x 50 m, breadth x height. 
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One key difference between the two designs is that the design 2 employs 
the MF channel from reservoir 1 to reservoir 2 to introduce the fluorescent 
analytes at the MF crossing junction prior to separation. The much smaller 
number of bends (1) and a much smaller length (19.6 mm) contributed to 
eliminating the occurrences of channel clogging, which was of practical 
significance. The other important difference was the much larger MF 
channel cross section dimensions (110 m x 50 m, breadth x height), which 
reduced the surface to volume ratio, which also contributed to eliminating 
the occurrence of channel clogging. An important point is however the fact 
that while the functionality was improved, the footprint and the relative 
positions of reservoirs on the chip remained the same, meaning that the 
design continues to be compatible with the peripheral equipment such as the 
MF cartridge, useful for backward compatibility which is critical for 
commercial success.    

 
3.2.2 Suppressing EOF 

 
EOF is the motion of the solvent liquid induced by an applied electric 
potential across a bulk capillary or a MF channel in a direction opposite to 
the direction of the flow of the negatively charged solute molecules (DNA 
molecules in the context of this thesis). EOF is caused by the Coulomb force 
induced by an electric field on net mobile charge in a solution. Because the 
chemical equilibrium between a solid surface and an electrolyte solution 
leads to the interface acquiring a net fixed electric charge, a layer of mobile 
ions, known as the electrical double layer or the Debye layer, forms in the 
region near the interface, in this case at the interface between the MF channel 
inner walls and the liquid filling the channel.  

When an electric field is applied to the fluid by means of the Pt electrodes 
integrated in the MF reservoirs, the net charge in the electrical double layer, 
and thereby also the fluid is induced to move by the resulting Coulomb force. 
EOF depends strongly on the quality of the walls of the microchannels. This 
implies that small defects in the walls w
that will affect the capillary electrophoresis experiment by broadening the 
injected MF plugs [Ghosal, 2004], in addition to the broadening induced by 
diffusion. Therefore, in most applications of CE, e.g. in dsDNA sequencing, 
it is necessary to suppress the EOF [Slater, 2010] to achieve optimal 
separation solely by means of electrophoresis. 

Typical approaches include polymer adsorption on the capillary walls 
[Chiari, 2000], invocation of hydrodynamic effects [Kalyakin, 2009], plasma 
polymerization on the MF channel walls [Salim, 2009] or the use of 
zwitterionic surfactants [Yeung, 1997], etc. (The polymer based approaches 
have already found applications in a number of commercial systems 
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[Applied Biosystems, web], and a number of EOF suppression products are 
also commercially available [Target discovery, web]). Any adverse 
interaction between the analyte and the channel walls must also be prevented 
in order to ensure an intra- as well as inter-experimental reproducibility and 
to prevent clogging of MF channels [Yeung, 1997].  

An effective modification of surface properties can be achieved by 
coating the walls of the MF channels with a specific polymer. A variety of 
approaches [Hovrath, 2001] have been described making use of polymer 
complexes based on poly(dimethylacrylamide) [Cretich, 2005], 
poly(ethylene oxide) [Lin, 2006], poly(vinyl alcohol) [Chiari, 1998], 
poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) [Kaneta, 2006], etc. Neutral polymers, chemically or 
physically adsorbed on the wall, strongly decrease EOF by shielding surface 
charge and by increasing local viscosity.  

To coat the MF channels of the electrophoretic microchip we used a 
method based on the dynamic adsorption of a hydrophobic polymer epoxy-
poly-dimethyl-acrylamide (EPDMA) already used with success in other MF 
chips [Loughran, 2005] [Cretich, 2003] [Chiari, 2000]. Briefly, a 
pretreatment of the chip with a 0.1 M solution of NaOH for 30 min was 
followed by a 30-min treatment with a 0.6 % weight / volume solution of 
EPDMA in 12% w/v ammonium sulphate. The EPDMA solution was 
introduced into the channel by applying vacuum to one reservoir while 
keeping the other three reservoirs filled with the EPDMA solution.  

Monitoring the electric current flowing in the MF channel was the method 
[Huang, 1988] used to measure EOF in the MF channels, before and after the 
implementation of the coating. The functionality of the anti-electroosmosis 
coating was demonstrated with the help of a Phosphate/Na+ buffer solution, 
with pH 7.2, at two different concentrations, 50 and 25 mM. The MF 
channels were filled with the higher conductivity buffer (50 mM) applying 
vacuum at reservoir 4 until no air bubbles were observed. Then a voltage of 
1200 V was applied to reservoirs 1, 2 and 3 for 5 minutes to determine the 
baseline current. Afterwards reservoir 2 was emptied and filled with the 25 
mM buffer, a voltage of 1000 V was applied for 25 min., and the current was 
measured.  

If EOF is present, the lower-conductivity buffer replaces the initial 
higher-conductivity one and a current drop is observed. By measuring the 
time -conductivity buffer with the lower 
conductivity one, the electro- eo) is obtained as eo = 
L2/(V  [Bello, 1994], where V is the applied voltage, and L is the length of 
the MF channel, in our case 9.4 cm. As an example, Fig. 3.3(a) reports the 
current measured in an uncoated microchip as a function of time, and Fig. 
3.3(b) reports that of a coated one.  
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Fig. 3.3 Current monitoring experiments for EOF characterization. Current 

measured in (a) an uncoated and (b) a coated microchip as a function of time 
 

 
Fig. 3.4 Electropherogram of a 23-nucleotide Cy3-labeled ssDNA molecule at a 

concentration of a) 10 nM and b) 1nM, flowing in a MF channel coated with 
EPDMA  

 
From the measurement in the uncoated microc eo is estimated to be 

2.5×10 8 m2 V 1 s 1. Figure 3.3(b) shows that there is no drop in the current 
after 25 min., demonstrating an effective suppression of EOF on the 
timescale of the experiments one would typically perform in a DNA analysis 
diagnostic setting. A MF plug consisting of 23-nucleotide sized single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecules was flown in such a coated MF channel 
and monitored with the integrated optical WG, to obtain the 
electropherograms shown in Fig. 3.4. The width of the peak in the 
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electropherogram allows us to estimate the length of the plug at the detection 
point. As the distance from the WG to the crossing point is 31 mm, and 
assuming a constant velocity, we obtain a plug length of 1 mm when it 
passes in front of the WG. When the plug enters the separation channel it has 
about the same length as the MF 
a significant broadening during migration. This broadening is quite standard 
in electrophoretic flow experiments and can be mainly attributed to diffusion 
[Slater, 1993] [Slater, 1995] [Gas, 2002]. 

Additional causes of dispersion of the plug are Joule heating [Slater, 
1995] [Gas, 2002] [Wang, 2004] generated by the passage of electrical 
currents along the buffer and residual sample adsorption at the channel walls, 
which could be a potential cause of the peak asymmetry. The other cause, 
namely the Poissonian statistics governing the flow is discussed in section 
3.3.2 later in this chapter. 

The stability of the coating was assessed by repeated injections and 
electrophoretic flow of the ssDNA plug. It allowed 30 measurements before 
the EOF appeared again. Rinsing the channel with a highly concentrated 
NaOH solution (1 M) totally removed the remaining coating. Subsequently, a 
second coating of the microchannel was possible and allowed one to reuse 
the same chip for another 30 runs. This is important for practical applications 
where one might use the coated channels in the MF chip often, obtaining 
reproducible fluidic characteristics in each coating run.   

 
3.2.3 Molecular sieving 

 
Gels and polymer matrices are commonly used to analyze dsDNA 
molecules. One of the most common is the agarose gel, a polysaccharide of 
zero net charge. The pore sizes of agarose are hundreds of nanometers and 
thus appropriate for separating dsDNA from the 100 bp up to tens of kbp. 
For separating smaller double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) (150 1000 bp), 
polyacrylamide gels are more suitable. Polyacrylamide gels are chemically 
crosslinked and pore sizes down to a few nanometers can be achieved by 
controlling the chemistry used in the gel preparation. It is generally difficult 
to load gels into capillaries, so entangled polymer matrices are often 
employed for CE. Useful reviews of such dsDNA gel electrophoresis are 
available in the literature [Heller, 1995] [Viovy, 2000] [Slater, 2002] [Salieb-
Beugelaar, 2009].  

When modeling dsDNA electrophoresis in a gel or entangled polymer 
network, it is common to model the sieving matrix as a maze or network of 
pores of size b. The ratio of pore size and the dimensions of the dsDNA 
molecule are very important for the way the dsDNA molecules migrate 
through the gel, which is described as the three main separation regimes: (i) 
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the Ogston sieving regime, where the pore size b is larger than the radius of 
gyration Rg of the dsDNA molecule and the dsDNA molecules migrate 
through the network of pores without perturbation of their conformation. The 
standard model for electrophoresis in this regime is normally called Ogston 
sieving [Ogston, 1958]; (ii) the biased reptation regime, where b is smaller 
than Rg; i.e. the radius of gyration of the dsDNA molecule is larger than the 
nominal pore size of the gel, and the dsDNA molecule must uncoil in order 
to enter the pore space. The dsDNA moves through the gel like a snake, that 

direction of the electric field [Lerman, 1982] [Lumpkin, 1982]; and (iii) the 
entropic trapping regime, where b is approximately equal to Rg. The 
existence of pore dimensions comparable to the radius of gyration provides 
two possibilities when the molecule is pulled through the gel by the applied 
electrical field. First, the complete chain can be distributed among several 
pores (thus stretching the molecule), and second the molecule can be 
squeezed into one single pore. In a gel, usually, the pore size varies. This will 
provide a preference of the molecule for the larger pores, where the entropy 
loss is smallest. Squeezing the entire molecule in such a single pore will 
provide a minimal entropy loss, which is favored above stretching. In other 
words, larger pores can be seen as entropic traps [Rousseau, 1997]. 
Depending on the interplay of these regimes, the dsDNA molecules under 
analysis will have varying electrophoretic mobilities as a function of their 
size, which will be used for the CE separation of the individual species.  

While the electrophoretic separation of dsDNA fragments is traditionally 
performed using rigid slab gel (acrylamide or agarose) systems, a much 

soluble polymer added to a background electrolyte. While there has been 
extensive research into the appropriate choice of sieving matrix 
[Albarghouthi, 2000] [Brody, 2004], selectio
trivial matter and depends on the application. As such, several different 
polymers, e.g., hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) [Tian, 2002], hydroxypropyl 
cellulose (HPC) [Sanders, 2006], agarose [Ishido, 2010], linear 
polyacrylamide [Salas-Solano, 1998], poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) [Gao, 1998], 
and poly(ethylene oxide) [Kim, 1997] have all been employed effectively for 
dsDNA separations. Using comparable polymer concentrations of each, it 
was determined that the HPC solution is almost 4-fold less viscous than 
HEC, based upon the experimentally obtained dynamic viscosities of the 
solutions (50 cP for HPC and 230 cP for HEC, while water ~1 cP) [Sanders, 
2006]. The initial experiments performed in chip design 1 therefore 
employed HPC as the gel matrix of choice owing to its low viscosity, and the 
consequent ease of filling the small MF channels. The shift from design 1 to 
design 2 in turn also allowed the use of the more viscous HEC gel matrix 
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buffered in Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) that was specifically proven to enable 
high resolution dsDNA separations for the size range of 60-600 bp [Tian, 
2002] which is of interest for the application to multiplex ligation-dependent 
probe amplification (MLPA) based diagnostics as will be described in 
chapter 5.  

 
3.3 Electrophoretic dsDNA sorting 

 
In this section we discuss the results of electrophoretic dsDNA sorting 
experiments and their fluorescent monitoring, in the integrated optofluidic 
chip, thanks to the combination of optimized MF parameters described in 
section 3.2.  

 
3.3.1 Experimental protocol  
Prior to the experimental runs the inner walls of the MF channel network 
were coated with the EPDMA-based polymer in order to suppress the EOF 
and to minimize adsorption of dsDNA molecules on the MF channel wall. 
Subsequently, the channels were filled with a sieving gel matrix consisting of 
HEC (2% wt./vol.), dissolved in 20 mM MES / 20 mM His buffer (pH 6.2) 
in order to maximize the resolution of the dsDNA CE separation. SYBR 
Green I (Molecular Probes Inc.) was added to the gel matrix according to the 
manufacturer's protocol [Invitrogen, web]. Prior to use, all the concerned 
chemicals were sterilized, and filtered (0.22 μm pore size) and stored at 269 
K after use. The CE sample loading and separation protocol was based on 
actuation voltages of up to 1.5 kV, delivered by Pt electrodes integrated into 
the MF reservoirs, with the help of a Labview (National Instruments, Inc.) 
program to steer the MF control system (Capella, CapiliX BV) [Capilix, 
web].  

 
Fig. 3.5 Picture of the capilix system for flow control in the optofluidic chip 
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Application of a high voltage (e.g. 1 : 100 V, 2 : 400 V, 3 : 100 V, 4 : 0 
V) forces the negatively charged dsDNA molecules to migrate into the CE 
injection channel from sample reservoir 1 to waste reservoir 2. By switching 
the voltages at all four reservoirs simultaneously (e.g. Separation 1 : 975 V, 2 
: 1000 V, 3 : 0 V, 4 : 1500 V) a well-confined plug of dsDNA molecules  
with a volume of ~605 picoliters at the crossing junction of the two MF 
channels  is injected into the CE separation channel, from the MF crossing 
junction toward waste reservoir 4, and consequently the dsDNA molecules 
contained in the plug volume are electrophoretically separated according to 
their size. 

 
3.3.2 Fluorescence monitoring results and analysis 

 
In our integrated optofluidic chip, a commercial dsDNA ladder (D3812, 
Sigma-Aldrich) consisting of molecules with 17 different sizes (50 bp, 100 
bp, 150 bp, 200 bp, 250 bp, 300 bp, 350 bp, 400 bp, 450 bp, 500 bp, 600 bp, 
700 bp, 800 bp, 900 bp, 1000 bp, 2000 bp, and 3000 bp) is injected, 
separated, and detected by use of an intercalating fluorescent dye. We 
recorded a movie (Fig. 3.6(bottom)) with a CCD camera to visualize the flow 
of separated dsDNA plugs across the excitation WG. While the plug 
migration along the MF channel is visualized by background Hg arc lamp 
illumination, a 12-μm-narrow segment lights up when a plug crosses the 
intersection point with the integrated WG of corresponding width. 

 

    
              t = 137s          t = 137.5 s         t = 137.8 s          t = 138.2 s 
 
Fig. 3.6. (top) Schematic of the optofluidic chip showing reservoirs 1-4, sample injection 

channel (reservoir 1   reservoir 2) and CE separation channel (reservoir 3   reservoir 
4), as well as the integrated optical WG and detection window; (bottom) snapshots of a 
movie recorded with a CCD camera showing transient fluorescence from several molecule 
plugs formed by CE separation of a dsDNA ladder consisting of molecules with 17 different 
sizes (50-3000 base-pairs), fluorescence-labeled with an intercalating dye, as these plugs 
pass by the point of integrated-WG laser excitation at 488 nm  
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Replacing the CCD camera by an ultrasensitive photomultiplier tube 
(PMT) allows us to record the fluorescence intensity vs. migration time. An 
example of two electropherograms measured in the same chip with 
integrated-WG laser excitation, in two different experimental runs is shown 
in Fig. 3.7. Indeed, one can see that the use of optimum MF channel wall 
coating and sieving gel matrix has lead to excellent CE separation of the 
dsDNA molecules under integrated-WG laser excitation.  

 
 
Fig. 3.7 (top and middle) Normalized fluorescence intensity vs. migration time with 

integrated-WG laser excitation (bottom) An example demonstrating Gaussian fits to the 
peaks in the middle electropherogram; the peak widths are expressed as full-width-at-half-
maximum 
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Based on the ratio of the maximum fluorescence signal to the standard 
deviation of the background noise, we estimate a LOD of ~2.1 pM, 
surpassing previously reported LOD values in laboratory setups involving 
on-chip-integrated fluorescence monitoring [Rech, 2006] [Bliss, 2007] 
[Bliss, 2008] [Martinez Vazquez, 2009]. The definition of the LOD 
[Vogelgesang, 1987] given by the four-fold standard deviation of the noise 
was used in our evaluation (an injected dsDNA concentration of 10 nM 
diluted by, firstly, the spatial separation of 17 different molecule sizes and, 
secondly, plug broadening from 110 μm to at least 248 μm, provided a 
fluorescence signal which is 125 times the four-fold standard deviation). 
There is however still room for improving our current value of the intrinsic 
LOD of the setup. Even lower values have been reported in a number of bulk 
optical, confocal LIF setups, which claim even down to single-molecule 
detection [Foquet, 2002] with LODs as low as 300 fM [Johnson, 2004]. In 
chapter 4, we present a technique to further minimize the LOD of our system 
by implementing Fourier filtering.  

 

 
 
Fig. 3.8 Migration time vs. base-pair size for the two measured electropherograms in 

Fig. 3.7 
 
When plotting the temporal occurrence of the fluorescence peaks vs. their 

a priori known base-pair sizes, the two smallest as well as the two largest 
dsDNA molecules exhibit clear deviations owing to their insufficient 
interaction with the sieving matrix and tendency to fold, respectively, in 
accordance with the literature describing the sieving mechanisms for dsDNA 
separation by CE (conventional bulk capillary as well as in microchips) in 
polymeric gel matrices  [Sartori, 2003] [Deutsch, 1989] [Liu, 2007] [Jung, 
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2002] [Slater, 2003] and as has been described earlier in section 3.2.3. 
Nevertheless, the peaks of all dsDNA molecules within sizes of 150-1000 bp 
(Fig. 3.8), in the diagnostically relevant region as applicable for the 
envisioned analysis of MLPA dsDNA-probes (with typical sizes in the range 
150-500 bp), are resolved with a sizing accuracy of greater than 99%, when 
using the dsDNA sizing techniques commonplace in conventional CE-based 
analyses [Fundador, 2008] [Akbari, 2002]. This result (>99% sizing 
accuracy) is reproducible from experiment to experiment  as shown in Fig. 
3.8, and also from the analysis of the two experiments with an independent 
set of 12 labeled dsDNA molecules described in chapter 5  and approaching 
the performance of state-of-the-art microchip CE without integrated-WG 
laser excitation [Paegel, 2003].  

From the measured migration time t vs. dsDNA size of Fig. 3.8 we derive 
the electrophoretic mobility (right-hand ordinate) according to the formula, 

tE
L
 

, where L is the distance between the MF crossing junction and the 

detection window and E is the electric field strength in the MF CE separation 
channel. The derived linear decrease (on logarithmic scale) of the 
electrophoretic mobility with the logarithm of increasing dsDNA size (Fig. 
3.9) matches well with results in conventional dsDNA gel electrophoresis 
setups [Dolnik, 1999].  

After fitting the fluorescence intensity peaks (Fig. 3.7 (middle)) [Gas, 
2002] [Sun, 2007] with Gaussian profiles (Fig. 3.7(bottom)) to calculate the 
full widths at half maximum of the Gaussian distribution, the resulting peak 
widths are plotted vs. the square root of the dsDNA molecule sizes (Fig. 
3.10) for both the experiments (although Fig. 3.7(bottom) only exemplifies a 
single measured electropherogram). The square-root dependence, confirmed 
by the linear fit, indicates that the migration of dsDNA molecules follows 
Poisson statistics, the dispersion being governed by the number of collisions 
a molecule typically undergoes as it traverses through the sieving gel matrix 
[Krawczyk, 2002] [Popelka, 1999].  
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Fig. 3.9 Electrophoretic mobilities for the two experimental runs with 17 dsDNA ladder 

molecules (Fig. 3.7) plotted against the dsDNA size on a double-logarithmic scale 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.10 peak widths obtained from the Gaussian fit vs. square root of the base-pair size 

for the two experimentally measured electropherograms of Fig. 3.7. 
 

3.3.3 CE separation resolution 
 

The major contributor to peak broadening in CE separation experiments is 
the longitudinal diffusion of the analyte molecule MF plugs in the capillary 
[Jorgenson, 1983] [Terabe, 1989]. The quantity most commonly used to 
describe the separation efficiency, i.e. the number of distinctly separated 
electropherogram peaks that can be obtained using a certain separation 
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system, is the plate number (N), defined as 
2tN , where t is the 

migration time corresponding to the electropherogram peak of a separated 
species, and 

-width-at-half-maximum 
(FWHM) for a Gaussian function, the above can be rewritten as 

22

54.52ln8
W
t

W
tN , where W is the full-width-at-half-maximum 

of the peak, which is also the IUPAC definition of plate number in the 
context of CE experiments as described in this chapter [IUPAC, web]. 
Theoretically, the plate number is defined as the analytical expression, 

D
ELN

2
[Beckman Coulter 2, web], where μ is the electrophoretic 

mobility, D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the separation buffer 
system, and L is the effective length of the separation channel.  

Using 
Et
L , we obtain 

Dt
LN

2

2

. However, 
t
L  is the flow velocity, 

which is constant for a particular species during a certain CE experiment. 

Therefore, the quantity 
L
N , or plate number per unit length, provides insight 

into the diffusion of the species, thereby also into the peak broadening which 
plays an important role in the resolution of the system.  

Applying the expression 
2

54.5
W
tN to the experimental results 

described in the previous section 3.3.2, we estimate plate numbers up to 
72000 per 3.6 cm of the separation channel that has been used for the 
measurements. In order to compare this performance to other CE 
experiments presented in the literature, we express the plate number per 
meter of separation channel. This leads to values of up to 2 million 
theoretical plates per meter for our experiments.  

This is nevertheless quite low compared to the very high plate numbers 
demonstrated in off-chip bulk capillary electrophoretic separations while 
microchip CE was still in its early days, e.g. plate numbers higher than 30 
million per meter for oligonucleotide separation using a polyacrylamide gel 
in a bulk fused silica capillary [Guttman, 1990] or plate numbers higher than 
4 million with single bp resolution in 51-267 bp size range [Pariat, 1993]. It 
is evident that further optimization of the MF setup is mandatory in order to 
compete with traditional bulk CE techniques where possibly longer 
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separation channels have been used to achieve higher resolution nevertheless 
at the expense of longer separation times.  

Various techniques have been suggested in the literature for improving 
the separation resolution of dsDNA fragments. Higher applied electric field 
and lower analyte diffusion coefficient would result in higher resolutions 
indicated by higher plate numbers. One of the limiting factors in increasing 
the resolution by means of higher applied electric fields is the heat generated 
(Joule heating) from the power applied (P = V.I) to the narrow bore capillary 
[Nelson, 1989]. Because of the sensitivity of the electrophoretic mobility to 
temperature ( 2% per OC), good temperature control is extremely important 
for achieving good migration reproducibility and high resolution [Nelson, 
1989] [Karger, 1989]. Increasing the resolution during CE separation has 
been reported by using different temperatures during electrophoresis 
[Guttman, 1991]. Migration times decrease with increasing temperature in 
the isoelectrostatic (constant voltage) separation mode and maximize in the 
isorheic (constant current) separation mode. The resolution between the short 
dsDNA fragments (< 300 bp) decreases in the isoelectrostatic separation 
mode and shows maxima in the isorheic (constant flow) mode at elevated 
temperature. However, the resolution in the higher size ranges (> 1000 bp) 
decreases in both modes with increasing temperature. 

Resolution and analysis time can also be optimized by manipulation of 
the applied electric field. Methods based on pulsed-field electrophoresis 
[Sudor, 1994] [Kim, 1994], analyte velocity modulation [Demana, 1991], 
and field-strength gradient separation techniques [Guttman, 1992] have been 
reported. Another approach to improved resolution would be the 
optimization and use of improved geometries of the MF channel with 
different concentrations of various possible low-viscosity gel matrices, e.g. 
polyacrylamides, filling the separation channels. In this context, a lot of 
lessons can still be learnt from the bulk CE approaches and implemented in 
the MF setup for bringing its performance ever closer to the state of the art in 
bulk CE based apparatus. For example, bulk CE apparatus has been used in 
the human genome project and in other related work to identify a DNA 
sequence down to a single base. Detection of a single mutation, i.e. mutual 
replacements of a single nucleic acid bases  A, C, G, and T, requires much 
higher accuracies and consequently higher peak resolution than what one 
needs to detect only insertions and deletions of down to a few bp (as we can 
currently hope to achieve for total dsDNA sizes of a few hundred bp with our 
sizing accuracy of 99%). It should however not be forgotten that the main 
drive for shifting from bulk CE to microchip CE, and especially with 
integrated WGs is the low sample consumption, short analysis times, and the 
move toward potential complete integration of the MF and optical 
monitoring functionalities in the future MF CE chip generations.  
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Each measured fluorescence peak in our measured electropherogram is a 
convolution  along the flow axis  of the Gaussian WG mode-field cross-
section xWG and the diffusion-induced physical width xMF of the MF plug. 
The resulting spatial plug widths x are related to the temporal 
electropherogram peak widths t (provided in Fig. 3.10 as full width at half 
maximum) as  

 
22
MFWG xxt

t
Lx , 

 
where L = 3.6 cm and t (data on the abscissa of Fig. 3.7) are the migration 

length and time, respectively. In our experiment, the minimum 
electropherogram peak width is found to be x = 248 μm (the very first 
peak). With xWG = 12 μm, we obtain xMF = 247.7 μm >> xWG, i.e., the 
current spatial resolution is limited by the MF plug width, while the obtained 
integrated-WG mode profile would allow for a 20-fold better resolution. This 
would correspond to plate numbers as high as 20 x 2 = 40 million per meter. 
With such high resolutions, also a correspondingly higher accuracy can be 
expected. This will extend the single bp sizing accuracy even to dsDNA 
molecules having sizes up to 1000 bp or higher. Highly accurate calibration 
for detecting bp insertions and deletions will thereby become possible also 
for large sized dsDNA molecules of diagnostic relevance (e.g. the MLPA 
probe dsDNA molecules). Also, a 20-fold increase in resolution corresponds 
to the ability to detect and unambiguously identify a consequently larger 
number of peaks within the same time scale on an electropherogram. This 
corresponds to the analysis of a larger number of dsDNA molecules in a 
single run. MF technological advances, e.g. improved MF channel-wall 
coatings and sieving gel matrices, may lead to smaller MF plug widths, 
thereby fully exploiting the monitoring resolution achieved with integrated 
optical WGs. Also, due to the flexibility in choosing the dimensions of the 
optical WGs by means of the different fabrication technologies, even further 
advances in resolution can be foreseen. Integrated optics is indeed well 
suited to handle the resolution demands of future MF-chip generations.  

 
3.4 Summary 

 
Electrophoretic flow experiments with a higher complexity (as compared 
with the optofluidic test experiments described in chapter 2) were performed 
in the integrated optofluidic chip. Various MF parameters such as 
dimensions and layout of the MF channels, EOF control, and dsDNA 
molecular sieving by means of gel matrices were described based on the 
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protocols reported in the literature. In the optimized setting, a commercial 
dsDNA ladder consisting of 17 dsDNA molecules in the diagnostically 
relevant size range, but with predefined known sizes was electrophoretically 
separated into its individual components. Ultrasensitive fluorescence 
monitoring (by means of a PMT) as well as visualization (by means of a 
CCD camera) was implemented, and a low LOD and a high separation 
resolution was achieved, among others thanks to the narrow excitation 
window defined by the integrated optical WG. The results were analyzed w. 
r. t. quantitative parameters such as migration times, electrophoretic 
mobility, and MF plug width. A sizing accuracy of up to 99% was observed, 
and could potentially be used for calibrating unknown dsDNA samples in the 
size range of diagnostically relevant dsDNA molecules obtained by MLPA, 
and also for accurate simultaneous analysis of multiple MLPA samples in the 
multiplex setting as described in chapter 5 of this thesis. The variation of 
electrophoretic mobility and of plug width as a function of dsDNA size was 
found to be in good agreement with conventional electrophoretic analysis 
techniques, placing our system closely at par with the state of the art in terms 
of MF performance, while also pointing toward the fact that further 
improvements in resolution are mandatory in order to compete with the bulk 
CE setups. The current status of our setup nevertheless enables us to analyze 
the diagnostically relevant dsDNA separations as will be described in chapter 
5. There is still room for improvement of the sensitivity and of our LOD of 
2.1 pM, w. r. t. the bulk optical confocal LIF setups that report detection 
limits down to a single molecule. Our value of LOD however is better than 
the values reported in literature as far as integrated optical WGs were used 
for LIF monitoring during an electrophoretic flow experiment. However, 
while these experiments were carried out using intercalating dyes, the 
detection of extremely small quantities of end-labeled dsDNA molecules  
essential for the envisioned diagnostic application - sets even further 
stringency on the LOD, as will be addressed in the next chapter. 
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4. Toward ultrasensitive fluorescence detection  
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

In the previous chapter we discussed the optimization of microfluidic (MF) 
parameters, which enabled us to perform the capillary electrophoresis (CE) 
separation and quantitative analysis of dsDNA molecules in the 
diagnostically relevant size range. Sensitive fluorescence detection in an 
optofluidic chip lead to a limit of detection (LOD) of 2.1 pM, when 
intercalating dye molecules were used. Intercalating dye molecules are added 
to the sieving gel matrix filling the MF channel during analysis, and they are 
not specifically selective to certain dsDNA molecules depending on their 
origin, as would be required by our envisioned multi-color analysis, 
described in chapter 5. Even if one adds differently colored intercalating dye 
molecules to the different sample mixtures to potentially ensure selectivity, 
their attachment and detachment to the dsDNA molecules is transitory and 
on a millisecond time scale, i.e. much faster than the duration of our typical 
CE flow experiments [Daniel, 2000] [Zipper, 2004] [Lei, 1969] [Biver, 
2005]. This implies that during the flow, the intercalating molecules could 
attach themselves to both types of dsDNA molecules under consideration for 
multiplex analysis. As a result, specific, exclusive labeling is not possible, as 
also pointed out in a number of commercial kits utilizing intercalating dyes 
[Applied Biosystems, web].  Exclusive labeling would have to be based on 
covalent end-labeling, and not intercalation [Olson, 2004]. This implies that 
only 1 or 2 (in case they are attached to both ends) dye molecules can be 
placed on each dsDNA molecule. Sensitivities must be as high as possible if 
such exclusively labeled samples are to be detected, and therefore reaching 
lower noise levels is an issue.  

In this chapter we have collected all the measures taken to increase the 
sensitivity. In section 4.2, we will discuss various steps taken to optimize the 
experimental setup. Section 4.3 focuses on the numerical implementation of 
lock-in amplification by means of Fourier analysis of the detected 
fluorescence signal, resulting in a 10-fold enhancement of the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR), and thereby improving the LOD by the same amount. The all-
numerical approach described here avoids the addition of any physical 
instruments to the existing experimental setup, and performs the entire 
processing simply with a PC.  
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4.2 Optimization of the experimental setup 
 

In this section we shall discuss the various approaches that were applied for 
increasing the sensitivity of the setup. These include the various steps taken 
to prepare the chip for the experiment, carefully choosing the wavelength 
filters to pass only the desired fluorescence signals through to the detector, 
etc. Before starting to work with the MF chip, its back-surface (the surface 
on the side of the MF reservoirs, i.e., the surface opposite to the surface 
facing the detector) was painted black with a permanent ink. By sealing the 
MF reservoirs prior to this step we made sure that no ink particles or droplets 
could enter the MF channels through the reservoirs, thereby clogging the 
chip or contaminating the analyte or the buffer solutions. Almost all the stray 
light that may be originating from, e.g., autofluorescence of the polymeric 
MF cartridge was absorbed by the black ink, thereby reducing the 
background noise otherwise added to the fluorescence emitted by the analyte 
molecules.  

A multiband filter set (XF57 from Omega Optical, Inc.) [Omega, web] 
was used to pass only the wavelength bands corresponding to the excitation 
spectra of the fluorescent dyes in question. Figure. 4.1 (a-c) shows the 
absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of the dye molecules Alexa 
Fluor 488 (top), Alexa Fluor 546 (middle), and Alexa Fluor 647 (bottom), 
superimposed on the transmission spectrum of the filter. Only these dye 
molecules, and spectrally equivalent ones, were used in the experiments 
described in this thesis.  

The well-enclosed optical path within the inverted microscope ensures 
once more that no stray signal interferes with the fluorescence signal from 
the analyte. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) was fitted directly via a C-
mount adapter to the eyepiece of the microscope in order to capture the 
fluorescence photons released from the microscope eyepiece. The housing of 
the setup ensured an optimum, completely closed measurement system, with 
the measurements taking place in complete darkness (with all the possible 
sources of light including LED displays on power-meters, PC-monitors, etc, 
in the laboratory being either turned off or covered with black paper). 
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Fig. 4.1 Transmission spectrum of the multi-band filter-set XF57 (solid curves) 

superimposed on the absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of Alexa Fluor 
488(top), Alexa Fluor 546 (middle), and Alexa Fluor 647 (bottom) [Omega optical, 
web] 
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4.2.1 Integrated optical excitation as opposed to Hg-lamp

A large number of conventional fluorescence monitoring systems described 
in the literature utilize broadband excitation light sources such as a Hg-arc 
lamp [Lin, 2001] [Kang, 2006] [Fredlake, 2008] [Lin, 2008], a Xe-lamp 
[Gong, 2006] [Witek, 2006] [Park, 2007], a halogen lamp [Ceriotti, 2003] 
[Li, 2004] [Fleger, 2004] [Malcik, 2007], etc., for diagnostic and DNA 
sequencing applications, and most fluorescence microscopes available on the 
market [Leica, web] [Olympus, web] are sold with a coupled broadband light 
source. Figure 4.2 depicts the emission spectrum of such an example, namely 
the Hg-arc lamp.  

Fig. 4.2 Emission spectrum of the Hg arc lamp [Omega optical, web]

The presence of multiple emission peaks distributed along the entire 
visible spectrum is clearly seen, and it immediately becomes clear why it is 
indeed attractive to use such a light source for the purpose of fluorescence 
excitation. One can easily select a certain single peak or a set of peaks via an 
excitation filter and illuminate the entire chip for monitoring the on-chip 
events or focus the beam of light after filtering onto a tiny spot in a 
microchip where a fluorescently labeled analyte molecule is to be studied. 

However, one drawback of such a broadband light source for fluorescence 
excitation as opposed to a narrowband laser is the relatively higher 
background signal, resulting from the spectral regions that are not filtered out 

in spite of using high-quality filters which nevertheless have a limited 
extinction coefficient and that spectrally overlap with the fluorescence 
emission from the analyte molecules. In addition to the spectral non-
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specificity, the excitation is also spatially non-selective. It is hard to achieve 
a 12 m spot (as easily obtained by integrated WG excitation) by focusing a 
Hg arc lamp using standard optical equipment. The beam waist of the Hg-arc 

could nevertheless diverge within the distance between the objective and the 
sample. By using a narrow linewidth laser beam, coupled and well-confined 
through an integrated optical waveguide, or through a free space, bulk 
optical focusing system as in a confocal microscopy LIF setting, these 
drawbacks are overcome.  

It is seen from a large number of publications in the electrophoresis-
related literature, the alternative approach to the use of a broadband lamp as 
the light source is the use of a focused laser beam as the fluorescence 
excitation light source in a confocal LIF setting [Jiang, 2000] [Lundqvist, 
2003] [Obeid, 2003] [Johnson, 2004] [Kuswandi, 2007] [Fundador, 2008]. 
This approach has been used to achieve very low detection limits down to 10 
nM for fluorescently labeled proteins [Fruetel, 2005], 5 nM for Rhodamine B 
dye [Shen, 2009], 9 pM for Cy-5 dye [Jiang, 2000], 1.1 pM for Fluorescein 
[Fu, 2006], and 250 fM for Fluorescein-isothiocyanate labeled glutamates 
[Lundqvist, 2003], to cite a few examples. However, the advantage of a low 
LOD in a confocal LIF setup is nevertheless challenged by the need for bulk 
optical peripheral equipment, which would be a hurdle in the advanced 
stages of system integration for field applications. The integrated optical WG 
approach as described in this thesis however already takes the first step 
toward such system integration and solving a part of the bigger, more 
complex problem, namely by integrating the laser-induced fluorescence 
excitation and removing the need for bulky excitation setups.    

Figure 4.3 (top) shows the CE separation of 17 dsDNA molecules from a 
conventional dsDNA ladder (as described earlier in chapter 3), with 
fluorescence excitation only by a Hg-arc lamp. Monitoring instead by means 
of single-wavelength laser excitation of fluorescence, in a narrow (12 m) 
segment (as described already in chapters 2 & 3) leads to a reduction of the 
background noise by an order of magnitude compared to the Hg-lamp 
monitoring, as seen from Fig. 4.3 (bottom).  
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Fig. 4.3 Electropherograms depicting the CE separation of 17 fluorescently 
labeled dsDNA molecules from a dsDNA ladder; measured with (top) a Hg arc 
lamp and (bottom) integrated optical WG laser excitation   

 
Note that in this experiment the peak width is determined mainly by the 

width of the MF plugs themselves and not by the width of the excitation 
beam, as described earlier in section 3.3.2 of chapter 3; this is the reason why 
the difference in the spatial resolution obtainable by the integrated WG 
excitation as opposed to Hg arc lamp excitation is not directly visible in Fig. 
4.3.  
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4.2.2 MF sample stacking 
 

In this section we present yet another technique to increase the sensitivity of 
the fluorescence detection platform. Unlike the previous section 4.2.1, where 
the value addition of integrated optics was the key message, in this section 
we describe a purely MF approach based on the local increase (at the MF 
crossing junction) of sample concentration, just prior to commencing the CE 
separation, by means of repeated injections, back-flow, and consequent 
build-up of fluorescent analyte molecules at the crossing junction. Such a 
procedure, termed stacking [Jacobson, 2005] is illustrated below, by using a 
high concentration of flowing dsDNA molecules labeled with an 
intercalating dye filling the MF channel enabled the filming of this procedure 
by a CCD camera. Figure 4.4 consists of a series of snapshots obtained from 
this movie, and clearly depicts the various stages of the stacking procedure, 
namely, filling the injection chan
1-3); injecting the MF plug in the direction of reservoir 3 (snapshots 4-5), 
filling the injection channel again, and simultaneous back-flow of the 
injected plug into the MF crossing junction, thereby increasing the local 
concentration of fluorescently labeled molecules (snapshots 6-8). This 
procedure can be repeated a number of times, in this example by injecting 
the plug toward reservoir 4 (snapshots 9-12), although one could also once 
again inject toward reservoir 3, until a desired local rise in concentration has 
been achieved; or until the MF crossing junction has been saturated with the 
fluorescently labeled analyte molecules (to be determined empirically). 
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Fig. 4.4 Snapshots showing the various stages of the sample stacking procedure, 

-
3); injecting the MF plug in the direction of reservoir 3 (snapshots 4-5), filling the 
injection channel, and back-flow of the injected plug into the MF crossing junction, 
thereby increasing the local concentration of fluorescently labeled molecules 
(snapshots 6-8); repetition of this procedure in the other direction (by injecting the 
plug toward reservoir 4) (snapshots 9-12) 

 
In order to quantify the advantages of the stacking procedure described in 

this example, we analyzed the stacking movie, whereby each frame consisted 
of 720 x 576 grayscale pixels as follows. A region of interest was selected to 
span over 60 x 60 pixels, with its center at the MF crossing junction, and the 
intensities of all pixels in this region were integrated at time intervals of 100 
ms to obtain the corresponding fluorescence intensity data points, then 
plotted against time as shown in Fig. 4.5.  
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Fig. 4.5 Fluorescence intensity at the MF crossing junction plotted as a function 

of time during the stacking procedure; note the ~35% rise in the fluorescence 
intensity of the MF plug as a result of running the stacking procedure three times  

 
One can note that the fluorescence intensity of the MF analyte plug has 

risen by ~35% as a result of the repeated stacking procedure. This procedure 
has been applied in the CE separation experiments involving diagnostically 
relevant MLPA molecules. 

 
4.3 All-numerical lock-in amplification  

 
In the previous section 4.2 we discussed a number of optical and MF 
techniques to increase the sensitivity of our setup. In one way or the other, all 
of these techniques were directly associated with the setup and its physical 
optimization. In this section we will apply a numerical post-processing 

-to-noise 
ratio of the experimentally measured fluorescence signal.  

If an optical beam is modulated at a specific frequency, its temporal 
signature leads to a similar temporal excitation of and emission by the 
fluorescent molecule that absorbs light at this wavelength, as long as the 
excited-state lifetime of the fluorescent molecule is short compared to the 
inverse of the modulation frequency. In other words, the fluorescence 
emitted by the molecule is now encoded with the same frequency as the 
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excitation beam. The Fourier spectrum of the detected fluorescence signal 
will be composed of a peak, corresponding to the specific modulation 
frequency of the excitation beam. The decoding of the detected signal 
consists of filtering out this peak in the Fourier domain corresponding to the 
single modulation frequency, to extract only the signal corresponding to the 
specific excitation wavelength. By applying inverse Fourier transforms, the 
corresponding individual time-domain signal is regenerated, minus the 
background, broadband noise. This will result in an enhancement of the 
signal-to-
entire procedure numerically by means of a post-processing program that can 
be applied to any measured, especially non-modulated fluorescence signal. 
We therefore present a numerical analogue of the so- -sensitive 

-in amplification [Horlick, 1975] [Blair, 1975] [Temple, 
1975] [Wolfson, 1991], a technique that has found its way also in numerous 
biochemical detection strategies, including those involving sensitive 
fluorescence detection [Novak, 2007] [Rivera, 2008]. A frequency domain 
description of the lock-in amplification technique has been described in the 
literature earlier [Scofield, 1994] and applied in a variety of domains, e.g., 
synchronic audio frequency detection [Gonzalez, 2007], liquid crystal 
density measurements [Poterasu, 2008], measurements on the fluctuations in 
laser frequency [Siemsen, 2005], high-speed imaging [Uchida, 1996], etc. 
We have applied this well known technique in the context of fluorescence 
monitoring during CE separations to enable the detection of the 
electropherogram peaks buried under the background noise. This procedure 
consists of the following steps.  

We multiply the measured signal with a square-
SQ1 (to simulate the real life situation of a mechanical chopper cutting off 
and turning on the laser beam at regular time intervals during the 
measurement), (with 1 as the maximum value, and 0 as the minimum) having 
a period equal to a multiple of the sampling period of the signal. The 
resulting signal is modulated a posteriori but it is as if it were modulated a 
priori. It will now be processed in the Fourier domain. Discrete Fourier 
transform of the modulated signal leads to its spectrum which is essentially a 
frequency-shifted (due to the modulation) version of the original spectrum of 
the 

return the time-domain signal with a lower noise. Furthermore, we also 
multiply the original signal by a square wave SQ2, which is simply a 
temporally shifted, out-of-phase version of the square wave SQ1, and apply 
the same processing steps as described above. As the final step we add the 
two signals obtained by such post-processing with the two out-of-phase 
square waves. By using simply one square wave we obtain a 7-fold SNR 
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enhancement. The addition of the result from processing with the second 
(phase shifted) square wave delivers another factor of 2 , thereby increasing 
the total enhancement to up to 10-fold, i.e. almost by an order of magnitude. 

Next, we will, as an illustration, apply the procedure described above on a 
computer generated Gaussian signal with an added random noise (Fig. 4.6), 
and then on the measured electropherogram of Fig. 4.3(bottom).  

 

 

Fig. 4.6 A computer generated Gaussian signal with added random noise 

The standard deviation of the noise around its average in Fig. 4.6 is ~ 
0.095, corresponding to an SNR of 12. We multiply this signal by a square 
wave, in this case having a period of 60 ms or, in other words, a frequency of 

4.7.  
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Fig. 4.7 A part of the Fourier spectrum of the fluorescence signal after the a 
posteriori modulation by multiplication with a square wave; and the dotted line 
showing the rectangular band-pass filter function  

Hz is extracted by means of a rectangular band-pass filter (bandwidth = 5 
Hz) centered at 16.67 Hz. The time-domain signal resulting from an inverse 
Fourier transform is shown in Fig. 4.8. The standard deviation of the noise 
around its average in the processed signal is ~0.0149, corresponding to an 
SNR of 74. In comparison to the signal in Fig. 4.6, we see an up to 7-fold 
improvement in the SNR. A further improvement by a factor of 2  is 
obtained by means of yet another processing step with an out-of-phase 
modulating square wave, as described earlier, leading to a total enhancement 
of up to 10-fold.  
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Fig. 4.8 Fluorescence signal generated after the all-numerical lock-in 
amplification procedure 

We also apply this technique to two measured electropherograms (Figs. 
4.9 and 4.10) for a 17-molecule dsDNA ladder that has already been studied 
for its MF performance in chapter 3. In these examples, up to 10-fold SNR 
enhancement was realized without inducing significant broadening of the 
(typically the sharpest) peaks. This corresponds to a final LOD of 220 fM. 
This corresponds to the detection of 8-9 dsDNA molecules in the excitation 
volume. One previous approach [Yin, 2006] [Yin, 2007] utilizing liquid-core 
WGs for optofluidic applications reports the detection of single liposome 
molecules. The liposomes used in this work however were typically sized 
200 nm, and each liposome was intercalated with ~400 dye molecules. The 
average size of our dsDNA molecules is ~150 nm when completely 
stretched. They are typically folded or coiled, making them even smaller. We 
also have fewer dye molecules per dsDNA molecule, even in our largest 
dsDNA molecule (3000 bp), we have only 300 dye molecules with an 
intercalation period of 1 dye / 10 bp. Our achieved LOD is therefore 
significant in the field of integrated optofluidics.   
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Fig. 4.9 Fluorescence signal generated after applying the all-numerical lock-in 
amplification procedure to the measured electropherograms for a 17-molecule 
dsDNA ladder  
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Fig. 4.10 Fluorescence signal generated after applying the all-numerical lock-in 

amplification procedure to the measured electropherograms for a 17-molecule 
dsDNA ladder  

 
This example demonstrates the capability of this approach to visualize 

fluorescence signals obtained during CE separation that would otherwise 
have been lost in the background noise. This further paves the way toward 
the high sensitivities that we require for the detection of covalently 
fluorescently end-labeled, diagnostically relevant dsDNA molecules during 
their CE separation and analysis, as will be described in the following 
chapter 5. As this technique does not imply any modification whatsoever in 
an existing fluorescence detection setup, but only the use of a PC for Fourier 
analysis on an already measured fluorescence data, it is an attractive and 
cost-effective approach to achieve SNR enhancement. Besides, it avoids the 
use of bulky equipment such as a physical lock-in amplifier, or a mechanical 
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chopper to modulate the excitation laser beam. This is an added advantage 
for the miniaturization of fluorescence detection and portability of a 
subsequent commercial optofluidic LOC device based on this measurement 
principle. 

 
4.4 Summary 

 
In this chapter we described a number of different approaches that were 
adopted in order to reach a highly sensitive fluorescence detection setup that 
will be used for dsDNA analysis experiments based on CE separation in an 
optofluidic chip, to be described in detail in chapter 5, section 5.3. We 
started with simple, but nevertheless practically useful steps, such as 
suppressing the background fluorescence by painting the MF chip and the 
MF cartridge with black ink, and by the use of suitable wavelength filters. 
Use of integrated optical waveguides for laser excitation, with a well-
confined excitation spot instead of a broadband, non-coherent Hg-arc lamp 
lead to a further order-of-magnitude increase in the sensitivity. Furthermore, 
a MF protocol implemented by J. van Weerd from Zebra Bioscience BV for 
stacking the fluorescent analyte sample at the MF crossing junction, to 
increase its effective concentration during injection resulted in an additional 
~35% effective rise in the concentration of the injected plug, i.e. w. r. t. the 
total number of analyte molecules introduced to the MF reservoir at the start 
of the experimental run. Finally, we achieved up to 10-fold enhancement of 
the sensitivity by implementing lock-in amplification as an all-numerical 
post-processing approach. This result paved the way for ultrasensitive 
fluorescence monitoring of diagnostically relevant dsDNA analysis based on 
CE separation. The all-numerical approach implied the use of merely a PC 
for the analysis, thereby eliminating the need for bulky detection apparatus 
such as choppers, lock-in amplifiers, etc. Nevertheless, the use of choppers 
or other modulation instrumentation is critical for multi-wavelength 
analyses, as it not only enables as high sensitivity as the all-numerical 
approach described here, but also multi-color diagnostics by exclusive 
labeling of dsDNA molecules as per their origin, followed by unambiguous, 
simultaneous detection. This aspect will be further elaborated in section 5.3 
of chapter 5.   
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5. Multi-color fluorescent DNA analysis  
 

5.1 Introduction 
 

In chapters 3 and 4, we discussed the optimization of the MF parameters, as 
well as a method to improve the signal-to-noise ratio during fluorescence 
sensing, which enabled us to perform the electrophoretic separation and 
quantitative analysis of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecules in the 
diagnostically relevant size range, at a low LOD of 220 fM, when working 
with intercalating fluorescent dye labels. This improved functionality sets the 
stage for a fundamentally distinct analysis scheme, as we will describe in this 
chapter, potentially leading to a paradigm shift in dsDNA analysis.  

Commercial systems [Bio-rad, web] as well as laboratory setups 
[Kuswandi, 2007] for the LIF monitoring [Johnson, 2004] of electrophoretic 
DNA separation consist of a single excitation wavelength in order to induce 
fluorescence in the labeled analytes. In other fields such as flow cytometry, 
many commercial instruments do utilize multi-wavelength laser excitation. 
Some commercial instruments, e.g. the Roche LightCycler 480 [Iten, 2007] 
[Roche, web], approach multi-wavelength fluorescence sensing for 
bimolecule separation and analysis, by means of a broadband light source 
such as a Xe lamp, extracting the multiple wavelengths with 
monochromators. These instruments tend to apply a number of complicated 
optical schemes with bulky equipment in order to achieve an unambiguous 
separation of signals at different fluorescence wavelengths, which is critical 
to any multi-wavelength approach. Also in the scientific literature, there have 
been reports of multi-wavelength LIF detection strategies, based on, e.g., an 
integrated spectrometer on a chip [Schmidt, 2007], or an external wavelength 
selective grating [Goetz, 2007] to separate the concerned wavelengths by use 
of a color CCD array [Karger, 1991], by separately collecting the differently 
colored fluorescence signals using fibers and detecting them with multiple 
avalanche photodiodes [Zhu, 2004], or by use of an external spectrum 
analyzer [Sugino, 2009] [Lin, 2008].  

In section 5.2 we describe the implementation of a dual-point 
fluorescence excitation / detection scheme, with single or dual wavelength 
excitation and a single detector for the multiple detection points The 
potential of this approach will be briefly described, as a precursor to the 
following sections 5.3 and 5.4 in which we describe a generic and 
universally applicable method for multi-color analysis. In the approach 
described in sections 5.3 and 5.4, we launch simultaneously two laser beams 
at different wavelengths through a single WG, encode the fluorescence 
emitted by each set of end-labeled DNA molecules by exclusively time-
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modulating the corresponding excitation laser beam, and subsequently 
decode the emitted and detected fluorescence by Fourier analysis. In this 
manner we separate differently encoded fluorescence signals from each 
other, thus enabling simultaneous multi-color interrogation of multiple sets 
of dsDNA fragments of different origin in a single small detection volume 
with a single ultrasensitive, albeit color-blind photomultiplier tube (PMT). 
We believe that this approach is more elegant in comparison to the 
approaches explored earlier that depend upon additional, expensive, external 
hardware in order to achieve the wavelength separation, resulting invariably 
in a bulky setup around the tiny microchip.  

Finally, in section 5.5 we will summarize the presented multi-color 
fluorescent analysis with modulation-frequency encoded multi-wavelength 
excitation, as a technique which may be beneficial to a wide range of 
applications encountered within scientific research.     

 
5.2 Dual-point fluorescence sensing 

 
In this section we will describe the on-chip implementation of dual-point 
fluorescence sensing, with possible duplexing by means of dual-wavelength 
excitation, using up to four optical WGs, all crossing the MF CE separation 
channel at different points.  

By measuring at two different points in a MF channel simultaneously, 
using two detection windows (DWs), it is possible to deduce information 
about the variations in flow speed (if any) and plug broadening (if any) 
during migration between these two points by observing passage durations 
and peak heights. If there is indeed plug broadening, the passage durations 
will be longer as one follows the plug along the MF channel, and the peak 
heights will continuously decrease, because the effective concentration of the 
plug contents will reduce owing to diffusion. If a number of species with 
electrophoretic mobilities close to each other are to be separated, it is 
expected that some of them with a relatively larger mobility difference will 
separate after shorter migration distance, whereas the others that have 
mobilities very similar to each other will separate only towards the end of the 
separation channel. By measuring at a point on the chip further away from 
the separation point, it will be possible to observe the corresponding 
response peaks separately. Alternatively, species that are present at low 
concentrations and well separated from the rest, will give rise to a weak 

being obscured owing to background noise) when migrating further. So, by 
use of dual point excitation extra information may be attained which 
otherwise would have been lost. Such and other possible advantages of 
multi-point fluorescence excitation and detection during CE separation have 
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long been researched in the case of bulk capillaries [Hjerten, 1992] [Sun, 
1995] [Srichaiyo, 2001] and our work supplements these works with suitable 
examples on a microchip.  

In some cases it is advantageous to apply, in addition to dual-point 
excitation, also dual-wavelength excitation (see Fig. 5.1), as demonstrated in 
the literature [Stefanowicz-Hajduk, 2009] by making use of commercial CE-
LIF instruments specifically modified for dual-wavelength excitation / 
detection [Beckman Coulter 1, web]. Such an approach could very well be 
used in a diagnostic application, where one wishes to compare an unknown 
sample, e.g. from a gene region under investigation for mutations, with a 
reference sample, e.g. from the same gene region corresponding to a healthy 
person. One would expect in this case that the base-pair (bp) differences 
between the corresponding pairs of analyte dsDNA molecules would be 
small (1-2 bp), if any. These differences could be determined by exclusively 
labeling the reference sample and the sample under investigation and then 
flowing them against each other and monitoring their separation with dual-
point, dual-wavelength fluorescence excitation / detection. One of the 
advantages of using two well separated waveguide pairs, corresponding to 
the two DWs, is that peaks of the two differently labeled molecular species 
that coincide in the signals of one of the DWs, in general do not coincide 
with the signals coming from the other DW.  

In this section, we will illustrate dual-point, dual-wavelength monitoring 
with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) separation, in order to demonstrate 
simultaneous dual-wavelength excitation without cross-talk.  

      

 
Fig. 5.1 (top) Layout and (bottom-left) 3D schematic of an optofluidic chip 

indicating the MF reservoirs, MF channels, and the two DWs comprising of two 
WGs each, each WG crossing the MF CE separation channel perpendicularly in 
plane; (bottom-right) close-up of a MF channel with the two DWs indicated. 
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5.2.1 Materials and methods 
Figure 5.1 shows the layout of an optofluidic chip with two detection 
windows, each consisting of the interface region of two WGs carrying two 
different wavelengths intersecting the MF CE separation channel in plane at 
four different locations, see Fig. 5.1, at distances of 2.0 cm (WG1), 2.1 cm 
(WG2), 3.5 cm (WG3), and 3.6 cm (WG4), from the MF crossing junction at 
which the separation commences. In the next subsection we will describe 
three experiments in which each time two differently covalently end-labeled 
ssDNA molecules (as opposed to the intercalating dye labeled dsDNA 
molecules used in the previous chapter) are flown through the MF channel. 
As end labels the fluorescent dyes Alexa Fluor 647 (AF647) and Cyanine 3 
(Cy3) are used, and the sizes of the molecules are (15, 20), (19,20), and 
(19,19) nucleotides (nt) for the three experiments. Hereby the first number 
for the nts corresponds to AF647, the second to Cy3 labeling.  

The inner walls of the entire MF channel network were pre-coated with an 
EPDMA-based polymer [Cretich, 2003], and filled with a gel matrix 
consisting of hydroxypropyl-cellulose [Sanders, 2003], dissolved (3% 
wt./vol.) in 20 mM MES / 20 mM His buffer (pH 6.2). Red He-Ne (  = 633 
nm) laser beams were coupled into WG1 and WG3, while green He-Ne (  = 
543 nm) laser beams were coupled into WG2 and WG4. A cooled 
photomultiplier tube (PMT) (H7421-40, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.) was 
built onto the output port of an inverted microscope (DMI5000M, Leica 
Microsystems GmbH) and optimally aligned to collect light from the two 
detection windows, DW1 and DW2, which are located in the regions where 
WG1/WG2 and WG3/WG4, respectively, intersect the MF CE separation 
channel. An appropriate multi-band filter (XF57, Omega Optical, Inc.) 
ensured that only the fluorescence signals emitted by the analyte ssDNA 
molecules reached the PMT. 

The flow protocol was based on driving voltages of up to 1.2 kV, 
delivered by Pt electrodes integrated into the MF reservoirs, with the help of 
a LabVIEW script to steer the microfluidic control system (Capella, CapiliX 
BV). The volume of a typical ssDNA mixture plug upon injection into the 
MF CE separation channel was approximately 605 picoliters.   

 
5.2.2 Experimental results and discussion 

 
The first of the three experiments (corresponding to 15 and 20 nt) was 
performed as follows. Initially, only a single species (15-nt-ssDNA-AF647) 
was CE-flown through the MF separation channel. This CE flow experiment 
was repeated twice, firstly with only the red He-Ne laser turned on, in which 
case a strong signal peak was observed from DW1 and DW2 when the 
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fluorescently labeled ssDNA plug crossed WG1 and WG3, respectively, and 
secondly with only the green He-Ne laser turned on, in which case the signal 
measured from both DW1 and DW2 matched with the baseline detector 
signal. This procedure was then repeated for the other species (20-nt-ssDNA-
Cy3), leading to the opposite result. Thus, it was experimentally confirmed 
that cross-excitation between the two species was, for all practical purposes, 
absent (see Fig. 5.2, top). 

The two species were then mixed and the resulting polychromatic ssDNA 
mixture was separated by CE into the individual monochromatic ssDNA 
components in the MF CE separation channel. Figure 5.2 (bottom) depicts 
the corresponding electropherogram based on the fluorescence signal 
measured from both DWs. Since cross-excitation is absent, the two peaks 
(separated by ~ 4 s) after a migration time of around 20 s correspond to the 
two separated species as detected via DW1, each being excited by the 
corresponding laser wavelength of 633 nm (from WG1) or 543 nm (from 
WG2), respectively. Similarly, the response after 70-80 s corresponds to the 
fluorescence signal measured from DW2, where the separation between the 
fluorescence peaks of the two plugs now amounts to a larger delay of 
approximately 11 s because of the larger distance of DW2 from the starting 
point, namely the MF crossing junction.  

 
Fig. 5.2 Electropherograms depicting the CE separation of two ssDNA molecules, 
as seen from the two DWs; top, red and green colored curves, individual signals as 
measured with a single wavelength and temporally superimposed on each other; 
bottom, cumulative signal measured by the PMT during simultaneous dual-
wavelength monitoring 
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Comparison of the top and bottom electropherograms in Fig. 5.2 yields 
identical temporal positions of the fluorescent peaks, hence proving that 
successful dual-point, dual-wavelength fluorescence monitoring of the MF 
CE separation of ssDNA molecules has been achieved.  

An essential advantage of the application of the dual-point, dual-
wavelength approach is that the intrinsic, fluidic CE separation resolution 
may be further enhanced by the inherent spatial separation introduced by the 
WG array. As a result, even molecules with similar or exactly the same size, 
but with a different colored fluorescent label, which naturally flow at the 
same speed, can nevertheless be detected as individual electropherogram 
peaks as they cross the appropriate waveguide carrying the corresponding 
unique excitation wavelength for the label. This performance is exemplified 
in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4  electropherograms obtained exclusively from DW2  
where ssDNA molecules with a single-nucleotide size difference and with no 
size difference, respectively, are mutually  

 
Fig. 5.3 Electropherograms based on the fluorescence signal generated by dual-
point, dual-wavelength excitation (left), and generated by dual-point with two times 
single-wavelength excitation and temporally superimposed on one another, as 
measured from DW2 (right), for ssDNA molecules with a size difference of a single 
nucleotide (19 and 20 nts) 

 
Fig. 5.4 Electropherograms based on the fluorescence signal generated by 

dual-point, dual-wavelength excitation (left), and generated by dual-point with two 
times single-wavelength excitation and temporally superimposed on one another, 
as measured from DW2 (right), for ssDNA molecules with exactly the same size 
(both 19 nts) 
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In conclusion to this section on this dual-point approach with single or 
dual excitation we note that the method will have an added value in a number 
of situations, depending on the molecular species to be investigated. 
However, the method will be cumbersome in case of complicated 
electropherograms or in the case, for example, of excitation of a larger 
number of different labels with a corresponding number of different 
wavelengths, in which case the resulting peaks may become inseparable. A 
more universal method for which the latter does not apply is introduced and 
discussed next.  

 
5.3 Modulation-frequency encoding and Fourier-
analytical decoding  

 
In order to exploit the true potential of multiplexing for real life applications, 
we will need a generic technique that could universally work for a large 
number of excitation wavelengths being used simultaneously, to excite as 
many different fluorescent labels attached to molecules to be analyzed via 
CE. In this and the following section we present an elegant approach to 
achieve such multi-color analysis, by means of a priori encoding of the 
fluorescence originating in different biomolecules by intensity-modulating 
the light sources, followed by Fourier decoding of the detected biophotonic 
signals, thereby tracing back the origins of the biomolecules.  
 
5.3.1 Description of the principle   
 
If an optical beam is modulated at a specific frequency, its temporal 
signature leads to a similar temporal excitation of, and emission by, the 
fluorescent molecule that absorbs light at this wavelength, as long as the 
excited-state lifetime of the fluorescent molecule is short compared to the 
inverse of the modulation frequency. In other words, the fluorescence 
emitted by the molecule is encoded with the same frequency as the exciting 
beam. In the case of simultaneous presence of multiple analytes with distinct 
absorption bands, each analyte can be excited by a corresponding optical 
beam with a distinct modulation frequency, as shown in the schematic of Fig. 
5.5. Needless to say, this generic method can be applied also to other optical 
measurement principles, e.g. absorption and interferometry. If the different 
modulation frequencies are harmonically uncorrelated with one another, all 
the resulting fluorescence signals can be unambiguously attributed to the 
presence of the corresponding analyte molecule, even if all these 
fluorescence signals happen to occur at the same wavelength or if the 
fluorescence occurs at different wavelengths but a wavelength-insensitive 
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detection system, e.g. an ultrasensitive PMT without monochromator, is 
used. As a result, the Fourier spectrum of the detected cumulative 
fluorescence will be composed of individual, non-overlapping peaks, each 
corresponding to the specific modulation frequency of its exciting beam. 

Fig. 5.5 (top) Schematic showing plugs of exclusively fluorescence-labeled 
molecules migrating through the MF separation channel, intersecting the excitation 
WG which guides laser light of different wavelengths and modulation frequencies, 
and a plug containing DNA molecules with two different labels emitting 
fluorescence light at the two modulation frequencies while crossing the excitation 
WG; (bottom) a block-diagram depicting the generic principle of the method
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The decoding of the detected signal therefore consists of filtering out the 
peaks in the Fourier domain corresponding to the different modulation 
frequencies, to unambiguously extract the signal corresponding to a specific 
excitation wavelength. By applying inverse Fourier transform, the 
corresponding individual time-domain signals are regenerated. It must be 
noted though that such numerical analysis will typically involve a discrete 
Fourier transform, resulting in a well-defined, bounded range of frequencies 
(defined for example by the number of temporal data points). All the higher 
harmonics and all the possible linear combinations thereof will essentially 
fall in this range, or will be folded back around the right-hand extremity of 
the range, to nevertheless appear to be in the range. Such aliasing effects 
must also be taken into account, while choosing the correct frequency peaks 
in the Fourier domain for applying the inverse Fourier transform.  

 

5.3.2 Experimental proof of principle 
 

As a proof of principle, we monitored the migration of sets of differently 
sized biomolecules through an excitation/detection area. Here two sets of 
fluorescently-labeled biomolecules were used, each set consisting of two 
differently sized ssDNA molecules, with sizes of 19 and 23 nucleotides, 
respectively, which migrate with different speeds. One set was red-labeled, 
the other blue-labeled. Two laser beams at the absorption wavelengths of the 
labels, intensity-modulated at frequencies f1 and f2, respectively, were 
launched into the excitation/detection area through two adjacent WGs 
separated by 500 μm. For fluorescence detection, a PMT (H7421-40, 
Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.) cooled down to 203 K was aligned to collect 
the fluorescence signal from the excitation/detection area. The modulation of 
each laser induced an accordingly time-varying fluorescence signal emitted 
by those dye molecules absorbing this specific laser wavelength, and the 
resulting time-modulated fluorescence signal at both wavelengths was 
simultaneously recorded by the ultrasensitive, albeit color-blind PMT, as 
shown in the upper parts of Fig. 5.6. Fourier analysis was implemented in 
Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.) for back-end processing of the recorded total 
fluorescence signal, resulting in a frequency spectrum which consists of 
signals at the different modulation frequencies. Only a narrow band of 
frequencies ( f = 2 Hz) around each modulation frequency (f1 = 17 Hz, f2 = 
31 Hz) was selected by a flat-top transfer function and extracted back into 
the time domain by an inverse Fourier transform, leading to the blue and red 
colored graphs in the lower parts of the images in Fig. 5.6. The intensities at 
the higher harmonics of the fundamental frequencies were neglected during 
the inverse Fourier transform, as this procedure ensured the best signal-to-
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noise ratio. Note that the selected band of f = 2 Hz is wide enough to cover 
the frequencies corresponding to the different response peaks, that in the 
time domain have a typical width of 2-3 s. On the other hand, this selected 
bandwidth is small enough to reject most of the noise.

Fig. 5.6 Fluorescence intensity vs. time as measured by a color-blind PMT
during the migration of two sets of blue- and red-labeled biomolecules through the 
excitation/detection area under modulated excitation: cumulative signal from all 
four molecules (upper part) and corresponding individual signals resolved by 
Fourier decoding (lower part)

From these examples we learn that dual-wavelength fluorescence 
monitoring of CE separation is feasible without cross-excitation, and equally 
importantly, that no physically unrealistic features are introduced to the time-
domain signal as a result of the Fourier decoding. This easily applicable 
optical detection scheme enables exciting possibilities in many fields, 
whenever multiplexing can add value to a measurement system, e.g., when it 
provides an advantage or is even imperative to investigate different sets of 
biomolecules in a single sample volume and to identify their origin. The 
examples described show that the simultaneous investigation of several 
independent and exclusively labeled biomolecule sets is feasible in a single 
experiment. In this thesis, we have focused on a specific example of this 
case, where the different biomolecules originate from diagnostically relevant 
regions of different genes and are analyzed in a single experiment, based on 
the well-chosen wavelength labeling of the different genetic origins and 
encoding of their fluorescence by different modulation frequencies. In the 
following subsection we will describe such a diagnostic application. 
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5.4 Application of modulation-frequency encoding to 
multiplex genetic diagnostics  

 
While in the dsDNA analysis of chapter 3 we employed intercalating dye 
molecules, which bind to dsDNA molecules in multiple copies, thereby 
producing a large fluorescence signal, thanks to the improved sensitivity (as 
described in chapter 4) we are now able to detect even end-labeled dsDNA 
molecules producing  owing to the decrease in the total number of 
fluorescence emitters per analyte molecule - a far lower fluorescence 
intensity. Contrary to intercalating dyes which unspecifically bind and 
unbind at short time intervals to any dsDNA molecules in their vicinity [Lei, 
1969] [Zipper, 2004] [Olson, 2004] [Biver, 2005], end-labels are attached 
covalently and permanently during a PCR. This allowed us to detect 
exclusively end-labeled dsDNA molecules and unambiguously identify their 
origin by exciting solely a specific set of molecules at the absorption 
wavelength of its permanent end label. We present a fundamentally distinct 
separation and monitoring scheme for dsDNA analysis. In our approach, we 
launch simultaneously several laser wavelengths through a single WG, 
encode the fluorescence emitted by each set of end-labeled dsDNA 
molecules by exclusively time-modulating its excitation laser beam, and 
subsequently decode the emitted and detected fluorescence by Fourier 
analysis. In this manner we separate differently encoded fluorescence signals 
from each other, thus in principal enabling simultaneous multi-color 
interrogation of multiple sets of dsDNA fragments of different origin in a 
single small detection volume with a single ultrasensitive, albeit color-blind 
PMT. 

As an example of a potential multiplex diagnostic application, we 
separated in a single experiment two diagnostically relevant samples 
obtained by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA)  a 
set of 12 (origin: ERBB2 gene, 17th human chromosome, associated with 
breast cancer) and a set of 23 (origin: RPS19 gene, 19th human chromosome, 
associated with Diamond-Blackfan anemia) exclusively end-labeled dsDNA 
molecules sized 130-480 base-pairs [MRC Holland, web]. The results of this 
diagnostic experiment will be described in the following subsections. 

 
5.4.1 Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification 
(MLPA) 

 
Of the well-known PCR, MLPA [Schouten, 2002] is a recent high-resolution 
variation. It consists of optimized thermal cycles during which multiple, 
correlated primer probes parallely target multiple dsDNA sites, ligate in pairs 
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and are amplified, resulting in multiple amplicon sets from different regions 
of a gene, each with its unique fluorescent label and comprising of multiple 
dsDNA fragments having different lengths. The pattern of peaks witnessed 
in the subject (patient-gene) electropherogram upon size-dependent MF CE 
separation of these amplicons must be compared to a reference (healthy-
gene) electropherogram to draw accurate conclusions concerning the 
presence/absence of specific genetic mutations or chromosome aberrations in 
the region of the gene that was being targeted by the probes. In our 
experiments, we worked with commercially available MLPA samples [MRC 
Holland, web] which were further amplified in a conventional PCR by one of 
our industry partners within the EU project HIBISCUS [Hibiscus, web], 
namely Zebra Bioscience BV [Zebra, web] to reach a typical concentration 
of 10 nM in order to detect the fluorescence emitted from end-labeled 
dsDNA molecules with our current set-up. Ligated MLPA probes (MRC-
Holland) were amplified with PCR readymix (P4600 from Sigma). Custom 
oligonucleotide SALSA primers (synthesized by Invitrogen) were modified 
at their two (5' and 3') ends with Alexa fluor 488 or 647. The PCR reaction 
mix used for amplification contained 400 nM of labeled forward and reverse 
SALSA primers. In our specific example described in this chapter, 12 
dsDNA molecules were MLPA-extracted from the ERBB2 gene (associated 
with breast cancer) on the 17th human chromosome, and 23 dsDNA 
molecules were MLPA-extracted from the RPS19 gene (associated with 
Diamond-Blackfan anemia) on the 19th human chromosome, as a sample 
mixture. Each probe set was exclusively fluorescently labeled during PCR 
amplification, the former with Alexa Fluor 488 and the latter with Alexa 
Fluor 647. A 3-step PCR protocol was employed for synthesis utilizing an 
iCycler (Bio-Rad). Final amplicons contained fluorescent species at both 3' 
and 5' ends of the dsDNA. In principle, MLPA-PCR multiplexing and 
exclusive fluorescent labeling can simultaneously be applied to probes from 
different regions of the same gene in a single reaction [Bunyan, 2007]. 

As a preliminary test in order to make sure that the sensitivity of the 
optofluidic approach is indeed sufficient for analyzing end-labeled MLPA 
samples, the 12-probe mixture was MF CE separated and fluorescently 
monitored in the presence, and then in the absence, of intercalating SYBR 
Green I dye molecules, based on the experimental protocol of chapter 3, 
section 3.3.1. The results are shown in Fig. 5.7.  

The sizing accuracies of these diagnostically relevant MLPA probe 
dsDNA molecules amplified by PCR are comparable to the high values we 
achieved with the commercial dsDNA ladder molecules, as described in 
chapter 3. This is demonstrated in the calibration curves in Fig. 5.8. 
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Fig. 5.7 Electropherograms depicting the separation of 12 MLPA probes from 

the ERBB-2 breast cancer gene detected by means of intercalating dye SYBR Green 
I (top), and covalent end-label Alexa Fluor 488 (bottom) 
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Fig. 5.8 Migration time vs. bp-size (on logarithmic scale) for the separation of 

12 MLPA probe dsDNA molecules from the ERBB-2 breast cancer gene detected by 
means of intercalating dye SYBR Green I (black squares), and covalent end-label 
Alexa Fluor 488 (red circles) respectively 

 
5.4.2 Experimental protocol 
The same experimental protocol was implemented as the one described in 
chapter 3, section 3.3.1, except for the fact that in this case no intercalating 
dye was used for fluorescence labeling, since the molecules were a priori 
exclusively end-labeled. As described in section 5.4.1, MLPA probe dsDNA 
molecules were fluorescently covalently pre-end-labeled with exclusive dye 
molecules, and injected as a single mixture plug into the MF CE separation 
channel to be mutually separated and wavelength-selectively excited and 
detected. 

 
5.4.3 Fluorescence excitation and detection 

 
Two laser beams, the 488-nm line from an Ar-ion laser (mechanically 
amplitude-modulated at 17 Hz by means of a chopper) and the 635-nm line 
from a red laser diode (electro-optically amplitude modulated at 31 Hz) were 
combined by an external fiber combiner and simultaneously launched into 
the excitation WG. For fluorescence detection, a PMT (H7421-40, 
Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.) cooled down to 203 K was built onto the output 
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port of an inverted microscope (DM5000, Leica Microsystems GmbH) and 
aligned to collect the fluorescence signal through the DW toward the end of 
the MF CE separation channel, close to reservoir 4, where the plug 
separation is highest. Combination of excitation/emission band filters (K3, 
Leica Microsystems GmbH, and XF57, Omega Optical, Inc.) in the 
fluorescence collection path ensured that only the fluorescence signals 
emitted by the fluorescently labeled dsDNA molecules reached the PMT, 
while all other sources of background signal, including the scattered laser 
excitation signals, were rejected. 

 
5.4.4 Experimental results 

 
The cumulative fluorescence signal as measured by the PMT is shown in 
Fig. 5.9 (top). With the two excitation lasers modulated with different, 
harmonically uncorrelated frequencies, Fourier analysis of the detected 
signal, based on the spectrum shown in Fig. 5.9 (bottom), resolves the spatio-
temporally overlapping contributions at the two different wavelengths, thus 
separating similarly or even equally sized dsDNA molecules by identifying 
their origins via exciting their permanent end-labels with unique temporal 
signatures, as shown in Fig. 5.10. 

These results indicate the potential of this method in multiplex genetic 
diagnostics, where samples from two independent genes, associated with two 
different illnesses have been analyzed simultaneously, nevertheless 
unambiguously. By treating one of the two samples (in this case the 12-

other sample (in this case the 23-molecule mixture), can be calibrated. In 
Fig. 5.11, we have plotted the a priori known bp-sizes of the MLPA probe 
dsDNA molecules (both the 12 and 23 molecule sets). Such a curve would 
need to be generated in the case of an unknown sample in order to use this 
approach in self-calibration of dsDNA molecular sizes in a single 
experimental run. 
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Fig. 5.9 (top) PMT-detected fluorescence signal from 35 end-labeled dsDNA 

molecules (consisting of 12 & 23 MLPA-PCR amplified dsDNA molecules from two 
chromosome regions) vs. migration time; (bottom) Fourier spectrum and applied 
transfer function (indicated by the dashed line) 
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Fig. 5.10 individual signals separated by Fourier analysis of Fig.5.9; (top) 12 
dsDNA molecules from a breast cancer gene and (bottom) 23 dsDNA molecules 
from a Diamond-Blackfan anemia gene. Several fluorescence peaks are below the 
noise level in Fig. 5.9, but are resolved in Fig. 5.10 by Fourier analysis.
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Fig. 5.11 A self-calibration curve for the simultaneous MF CE separation analysis 
of the mixture of 12 breast cancer MLPA probes (blue triangles) and 23 anemia 
MLPA probes (red circles) 

 
5.4.5 Broad potential of the method  

 
The modulation-encoding and Fourier-decoding scheme described above 
enables exciting possibilities. In addition to the example described in the 
previous section, one can intentionally add a standard reference to a 
diagnostic dsDNA sample, thereby providing intrinsic molecule-size 
calibration to the set-up, making it independent of experimental parameters 
such as applied voltage, gel-matrix condition, and ambient temperature. 
Besides, one can also flow an unknown, potentially malign sample including 
dsDNA molecules of different sizes from a diagnostically relevant genomic 
region together with their healthy counterparts of otherwise identical 
molecules, all exclusively color labeled, thus providing unprecedented 
resolution to the experiment. In combination with MLPA, this identification 
scheme will potentially become a powerful tool. Multiple MLPA samples 
from different genomic regions, associated with predispositions to different 
diseases, each exclusively color-end-labeled  envisioned in Fig. 5.12  can 
in principle be prepared in a single processing step [Bunyan, 2007]. 
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Fig. 5.12 MLPA extraction and exclusive permanent end-labeling during PCR of 
sets of dsDNA fragments from different gene regions

With the detection principle presented here, simultaneous investigation of 
several diagnostically relevant regions of the same or different genes 
becomes feasible in a single few-minute experiment, as partially illustrated 
in this section, ultimately leading to fast sampling of the complete genome 
for various defects. The results of Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 are an example of this 
principle (although in the specific experiment described in section 5.4.4, the 
two sets of dsDNA molecules were prepared in two separate MLPA 
experiments and then mixed).

This elegant approach introduces the concept of parallel processing to 
optical detection in LOCs. The experiment involves only two spectrally well-
separated wavelengths to avoid cross-excitation of overlapping absorption 
bands of two dyes by a single excitation wavelength. However, ongoing 
research toward the development and commercial mass-production of 
tunable, narrow-excitation-band [Walker, 2009] in standard II-VI material 
quantum-dot labels [Resch-Genger, 2008] can ultimately possibly give rise 
to much higher degrees of spectral multiplexing, thereby fully exploiting this 
extra dimension in on-chip biomolecule detection. The envisioned compact 
and portable dsDNA super-analyzers may address global public health 
challenges [Yager, 2006] cost-effectively, e.g. in cancer research by early 
identification of genomic deletions/insertions and in prenatal chromosome-
aberration diagnosis, but also whenever time or sample-consumption 
efficiency is at stake; e.g., imagine an automated sampling robot collecting 
and analyzing samples on distant planets as pointers to the existence of life, a 
paleontologist decoding the DNA signature from a Jurassic fossil, or a 
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virologist simultaneously analyzing multiple samples faster than the viruses 
mutate. 

 
5.5 Summary 

 
Integrated optical waveguide monitoring and high-resolution electrophoretic 
dsDNA separation were implemented at a low limit of detection, by 
employing modulation of excitation light sources. This enables the 
fluorescence excitation / detection of end-labeled dsDNA molecules at low 
concentrations. Exclusive modulation of the excitation signal and exclusive 
color labeling of the analyte dsDNA molecules lead to the possibility of 
multiplex fluorescent dsDNA analysis, owing to the selective excitation and 
detection of the concerned molecules, using a single, ultrasensitive but color-
blind detector. For the purpose of comparison, another approach to multi-
color fluorescent dsDNA analysis was described in this chapter, namely the 
dual-point, dual-wavelength approach. The advantages and disadvantages of 
this approach were discussed and it was found that the exclusive modulation-
based approach is indeed the most generic, and universally applicable, and 
therefore is the preferred approach.  
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6. Conclusions and outlook 
 

This thesis started by introducing the field of on-chip integrated biochemical 
analyses and the consequent need for optical technologies that can also 
integrate vital sensing functionality in such labs-on-chips.  

In the ensuing second chapter, our strategy of on-chip optofluidic 
integration was described. The microfluidic chips were fabricated by our 
partner LioniX BV in fused silica glass, whose material properties are well 
known to the potential end-users of the chip owing to its ubiquitous use in 
the world of biochemistry, enabling them to apply and optimize existing 
protocols at relative ease, as compared to a new material. The use of standard 
cleanroom-based, wafer-scale batch processing implies that the potential 
high-volume production of such chips in a commercial foundry would be 
feasible. The subsequent use of femtosecond laser waveguide writing, as 
implemented by our collaborators at the Politecnico di Milano, for 
optofluidic integration in the labs-on-chips, enables one to flexibly choose 
and locate the photonic circuitry one wishes to integrate, depending on the 
application. Such fast (few minutes per chip) post-processing thereby fully 
exploits the existing microfabrication technologies for the production of 
microfluidic chips, contributing a photonic added-value where appropriate. 
Optofluidic characterization of the chips confirmed their excellent 
functionality, and showed the feasibility of our setup to implement 
diagnostically relevant dsDNA separation/analyses. The optofluidic 
functionality enabled integrated WG fluorescent excitation during dsDNA 
analysis by means of electrophoretic separations, as described in the third 
chapter. High dsDNA sizing accuracies of up to 99% were achieved, and the 
potential role of integrated optics for a further 20-fold enhancement in the 
separation resolution in future microfluidic chips was explored. The low 
limit of detection of 2.1 picomolar already provided a sensitivity higher than 
the values reported in the literature for other integrated optofluidic 
approaches for monitoring dynamic electrophoretic flow experiments.    

While promising electrophoresis results with high sensitivities were 
described in the third chapter, they all shared a single limitation, namely the 
use of intercalating fluorescent dyes. These attach and detach themselves at 
numerous regular positions along an analyte dsDNA molecule, leading to a 
high relative fluorescence signal as compared to end-labeled molecules. 
However, due to the transitory nature of the attachment, the selective color 
coding (by corresponding selective fluorescent labeling) of specific sets of 
dsDNA probes would be rendered impossible. This would have been a 
setback in the attempt to construct a setup that could perform multiplex 
dsDNA analyses in a single electrophoretic experiment, with a unique color 
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coding of the different sets of exclusively end-labeled dsDNA probes. As 
end-labeled dsDNA molecules provide a smaller fluorescence signal as 
compared to those intercalated with multiple dye molecules, it was therefore 
critical to enable the detection of low (as typically encountered in real 
diagnostic tests) concentrations of fluorescently end-labeled dsDNA 
molecules. The different steps toward such higher sensitivities were 
described in the fourth chapter. Specifically, the all-numerically 
implemented lock-in amplification delivered a 10-fold enhancement of the 
signal-to-noise ratio, leading to a limit of detection of 220 femtomolar. This 
improvement set the stage for the detection of end-labeled molecules, and 
made it realistically possible to perform the envisioned multi-color 
fluorescent dsDNA analysis.     

Finally, the two key results described in the third and the fourth chapter 
were synergically integrated in the fifth and final chapter of the thesis. Our 
principle of parallel optical processing was based on color encoding by the 
unique modulation of multiple excitation laser beams to excite equally 
modulated fluorescence in the individual dsDNA probe sets, and the 
subsequent Fourier analytical decoding of the signal measured by a color-
blind, but ultrasensitive photomultiplier tube. The multi-color signals 
corresponding to the individual dsDNA probe-sets  which in our example 
correspond to probes from anemia and breast cancer genes, respectively  
were thereby simultaneously, nevertheless unambiguously unraveled. This 
represents the key achievement of this thesis in demonstrating multi-color 
fluorescent dsDNA analysis in an optofluidic chip, a device capable of 
simultaneous multiplex dsDNA analysis based on color-coding of the 
fluorescence signals emitted by the analyte molecules, thanks to modulation 
of the excitation laser beams. 

This approach introduces the concept of parallel processing to optical 
detection in LOCs, but can also be applied elsewhere. Our proof of principle 
involves only two spectrally well-separated wavelengths to avoid cross-
excitation of overlapping absorption bands of two dyes by a single excitation 
wavelength. However, applying tunable narrow-band labels can give rise to 
much higher degrees of spectral multiplexing, thereby fully exploiting this 
extra dimension in on-chip biomolecule detection. The envisioned compact 
and portable dsDNA super-analyzers may address global public health 
challenges cost-effectively, e.g. in cancer research by early identification of 
genomic deletions/insertions and in prenatal chromosome-aberration 
diagnosis, but also whenever time or sample-consumption efficiency is at 
stake within possibly wide-ranging application examples in space research, 
paleontology, virology, etc, mentioned in chapter 5. Last but not least, two 
other aspects of the extension of this work in the future could be:  
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(i) Integration of the optical detection on the chip, e.g. as a 
hybrid flip-chip  containing a microlens or even an 
integrated WG for collecting and focusing the fluorescence 
signal emitted from the microfluidic channels with a single 
electron-multiplying CCD or an avalanche photodiode for the 
sensitive detection of the fluorescence  that can be attached 
on top of the optofluidic chip. 

(ii) Integration of the optical excitation on the chip, once again, 
e.g. as a hybrid flip-chip  containing solid-state light sources, 
such as LEDs, diode-lasers, or integrated optical waveguide 
lasers, e.g. based on rare-earth-ion (e.g. Pr3+) doping of Al2O3 
 that can be attached to the side-facet of the optofluidic chip 

as to directly couple to the waveguides. 
   

These developments will represent not only a significant advance in 
scientific terms, but also from a commercial, and a broader, societal point-of-
view, whereby highly functional, point-of-care optofluidic devices would be 

-on-chips of the 
future. 
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List of abbreviations 
 
 
3D   Three dimensional 
AF   Alexa Fluor  
AFM  Atomic force microscopy 
bp   base pair  
CCD  charge coupled device 
CE   Capillary electrophoresis 
Cy   Cyanine 
DNA  Deoxyribo nucleic acid 
dsDNA  Double-stranded DNA 
DW   Detection window 
EPDMA  Epoxy poly(dimethylacrylamide) 
EOF  Electroosmotic flow 
fs   Femtosecond 
FWHM  Full width at half maximum 
HEC  Hydroxyethyl cellulose 
HPC  Hydroxypropyl cellulose 
LIF   Laser induced fluorescence 
LOC  Lab on a chip  
LOD   Limit of detection  
MCE  Microchip capillary electrophoresis 
MF    Microfluidic  
MLPA  Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification 
NA   Numerical aperture 
nt   Nucleotide   
PCR  Polymerase chain reaction 
PMT  Photomultiplier tube 
SNOM  Scanning near-field optical microscopy 
SNR  Signal to noise ratio 
ssDNA  Single-stranded DNA 
WG   Waveguide 
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Samenvatting 
 
Het scheiden en sorteren van DNA moleculen, zoals ontwikkeld in de kader 
van het menselijk genoomproject, heeft het mogelijk gemaakt om 
verschillende ziektes genetisch in kaart te brengen. In dit proefschrift wordt 
onderzoek naar de mogelijkheden van een optofluidische chip besproken, 
waarbij de functies capillaire electroforese en laser-geïnduceerde 
fluorescentie op de chip geïntegreerd zijn. Excitatie van de gelabelde 
moleculen vindt hierbij plaats door licht in een optische golfgeleider die 
gefabriceerd is met femtoseconde-laser pulsen.  

Geïntegreerde optica, voor de excitatie van fluorescentie, maakt een hoge 
ruimtelijke resolutie (12 m, doorsnede van de excitatiebundel) mogelijk in 
de electroforetische scheidingskanalen. Doordat deze bundeldiameter 
betrekkelijk klein is ten opzichte van de typische plugbreedte van een 
langskomende DNA plug (~250 m) is een 20-voudige verbetering van de 
resolutie in principe mogelijk indien men in staat zou zijn de 
electroforetische scheiding te verbeteren.  

Tijdens de detectie van fluorescentie-gelabelde DNA moleculen, 
geëxciteerd via geïntegreerde optische golfgeleiders, bereikten we een 
nauwkeurigheid van 99% in het bepalen van de grootte van de DNA 
moleculen en een zeer hoge gevoeligheid. Een detectiegrens van 220 femto-
molair is aangetoond, wat betekent dat de aanwezigheid van slechts 6 
moleculen in de excitatievolume nog gedetecteerd kan worden.  

Verder implementeerden wij het principe van parallele optische detectie 
in  optofluidisch lab op een chip. Hierbij worden verschillende groepen 
van exclusief kleur-gelabelde DNA moleculen - die normaal gesproken niet 
onderscheidbaar zouden zijn, omdat ze ruimtelijk (in het scheidingskanaal) 
en qua detectietijd (in het electroferogram) samenvallen - toch optisch 
gescheiden. Het betreffende label is hierbij herkenbaar door het coderen van 
de excitatiebundel en het decoderen van het totale signal (via Fourier 
analyse), afkomstig van een kleurenblinde fotondetector. Als een 
demonstratie van bovengenoemd parallelle-detectie principe werden DNA 
monsters afkomstig van MLPA (engels: Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe 
Amplification) van twee onafhankelijke genetische DNA-segementen, 
gerelateerd aan borstkanker en bloedarmoede, tegelijkertijd geanalyseerd.  

De techniek voor het gelijktijdig en eenduidig analyseren van meerdere 
groepen van verschillend gelabelde biomoleculen, zoals in dit proefschrift 
beschreven, is zeer relevant voor een breed scala aan toepassingen in 
toekomstige lab-op-een-chip systemen. 
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